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A general mathematical framework is presented for the connection between 
quantum statistical mechanics and periodic stochastic processes. “Stochastically 
positive KMS systems,” “periodic OS-positive stochastic processes,” “periodic 
positive semigroup structures” are defined and shown to be equivalent. The objects 
of the Tomita-Takesaki theory are explicitly exhibited in terms of the associated 
stochastic process and the statements of the theory are proven. A (two-sided) 
Markov property for the stochastic process is related to a cyclicity property of the 
KMS state. Perturbations are constructed by the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula. 
The general framework is applied to KMS states given by density matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
Classical function space techniques (i.e., stochastic processes, “path 
spaces,” Lp estimates) have proved useful in constructing and studying states 
in quantum statistical mechanics (Hoegh-Krohn [ 131, Albeverio and Hoegh- 
Krohn [ 11, Ginibre [lo], Driessler, Landau, and Perez [6], Frijhlich [8,9]), 
as well as in quantum field theory (e.g., Erice Lectures [7], Simon [28]). 
The non-commutative algebra of observables for the quantum system may in 
certain cases be replaced by a commutative algebra (function space) by 
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analytic continuation to imaginary time. For example, the expectations of the 
quantum scalar field with Lagrangian density %i = f (pO (@/at)” - 
Cj”z 1 Pj(a#/axj)2 - @*} a non-zero temperature T in the region I’. t 
analytically continued, are equal to the time-zero expectations of the 
classical scalar field with Lagrangian density 4p = i { ~(a#/&)” - 
ES=0 pj(@/axj)’ - bd2 ) at temperature A/k in the region [-ph/2, ,L?fi/2] X V 
(for details and discussion see Landau [23]). The expectations for the Ising 
model with transverse field, analytically continued, are the same as the 
expectations of a continuum limit of the classical Ising model (Driessler, et 
al. [6]). Similar results hold for other quantum spin systems. 
The function space (commutative algebra) may be viewed as the space of 
functions of a stochastic process. If the quantum system is at a non-zero 
temperature T, then the stochastic process will be periodic with period equal 
to the inverse temperature /3 = (kT)-‘, where k is Boltzmann’s constant 
(Hoegh-Krohn [ 131, Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [ I], Ginibre [ 10 ] , 
Driessler, Landau, and Perez [6], Frohlich [8, 91, Klein and Landau 120 ] : 
we have set A = 1 and will do so in the remainder of the article). 
For a one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator at non-zero 
temperature T, the associated stochastic process is the periodic 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with period /I : the Gaussian process X,(t), 
indexed by the real line, with mean zero and covariance 
(X,(t)X,(s)) = (2m [ 1 -e-m4])-’ (e--rm + e-m’Jpr’m). 
where 0 < r < j3 and r = / t - s 1 mod /I (Hoegh-Krohn [ 13 ] , see also Klein 
and Landau [20]). In the limit /I -+ 00 we obtain the (non-periodic) 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, i.e., the Gaussian process X(t) indexed by the 
real line with mean zero and covariance (X(t)X(s)) = (2m))’ e-- “--si”‘. 
which is the stochastic process associated with the ground state of the 
quantum harmonic oscillator. For a general analysis of periodic Gaussian 
processes associated with quantum systems, see Klein and Landau [ 201. 
In this article we establish the appropriate mathematical framework for 
the connection between quantum statistical mechanics and periodic 
stochastic processes. The suitable mathematical structures will be introduced 
and shown to be equivalent, relating in a unique way the quantum system 
with the stochastic process. 
Quantum mechanics is formulated in terms of states on an algebra of 
observables, equilibrium states in quantum statistical mechanics being 
characterized by the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition (e.g., Araki 
]3,4], Robinson 1251). Not all KMS states have an associated stochastic 
process, the required additional condition will be called “stochastic 
positivity.” With this condition, the analytic continuation to imaginary time 
leads to a periodic stochastic process. Conversely, not all such stochastic 
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processes can be associated with KMS states, the required additional 
condition being “Osterwalder-Schrader (OS) positivity.” This condition is 
important in constructing ground states (KMS states with /I = co ; 
Osterwalder and Schrader [24], Klein [ 14-181). In the non-zero temperature 
case OS-positivity must be properly interpreted with respect to the circle of 
length fi. We prove the equivalence between stochastically positive KMS 
systems and periodic OS-positive stochastic processes. 
In the non-periodic QI = co) case, OS-positive stochastic processes lead in 
a natural way to self-adjoint contraction semigroups with certain positivity 
properties ((‘positive semigroup structures” ; Klein [ 161) which generalize the 
construction of positivity preserving semigroups from Markov processes. We 
show that periodic OS-positive processes also lead in a natural way to 
unbounded self-adjoint semigroups with certain positivity properties 
(“periodic positive semigroup structures”). 
For periodic processes the usual Markov property does not make sense as 
the “future” winds back into the “past.” The appropriate condition is the 
“two-sided Markov property for semicircles.” We characterize those KMS 
states whose associated stochastic processes have the two-sided Markov 
property for semicircles. This characterization is given by a cyclicity 
condition for the KMS state. The situation is analogous to the /I = 03 case 
(Klein [ 161). 
The KMS condition of quantum statistical mechanics is closely related to 
the Tomita-Takesaki analysis of von Neumann algebras with a cyclic and 
separating vector (e.g., Araki [4], van Daele [5]). In the case of 
stochastically positive KMS states the objects of the Tomita-Takesaki 
theory can be related to objects of the stochastic process and the statements 
of the theory can be proven directly, giving a beautiful illustration of the 
Tomita-Takesaki theory. 
“Path space” techniques may be used to construct perturbations of 
stochastically positive KMS systems in a similar way to the p = co Markov 
case (Klein and Landau [ 191). We construct perturbed KMS states by the 
Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula and derive essential self-adjointness criteria 
for perturbations of the Hamiltonian of the KMS system. 
Finally, we discuss the important example of KMS states given by density 
matrices of the form e- Oh ( Haag, Hugenholtz, and Winnink [ 121). We prove 
that KMS states given by positivity preserving density matrices are 
stochastically positive and hence they have associated stochastic processes. 
Furthermore, the associated stochastic processes have the two-sided Markov 
property for semicircles. 
The article is organized as follows. 
I. Stochastically positive KMS systems. A general discussion of KMS 
states is given, including a proof of multiple-time analyticity (Theorem 2.1) 
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by a method that will be used again in Part III to obtain the analytic 
continuation from the stochastic process to the KMS state. Stochastic 
positivity is introduced in Section 3. 
II. Periodic OS-positive stochastic processes. A general discussion of 
stochastic processes is given. OS-positivity on the circle is introduced in 
Section 4 (Definition 4.5). 
III. The connection between KMS systems and stochastic processes. The 
connection between KMS systems and stochastic processes is given in 
Theorem 6.1. The construction of a stochastic process from a stochastically 
positive KMS system is given in Section 7. The construction of a KMS 
system from a periodic OS-positive stochastic process is in Section 8. 
IV. Periodic positive semigroup structures. Periodic positive semigroup 
structures are introduced and the equivalence of stochastically positive KMS 
systems. periodic positive semigroup structures, and periodic OS-positive 
stochastic processes is discussed. 
V. The Two-sided Markov property for semicircles. The two-sided 
Markov property for semicircles is discussed and related to a cyclicity 
condition for the KMS state (Theorems 11.2 and 11.4). 
VI. Tomita-Takesaki theory. The Tomita-Takesaki theory for 
stochastically positive KMS states is related to the structure of the 
associated stochastic process. The modular conjugation operator J is shown 
to be related to the reflection around /I/4 of the associated stochastic process 
(Section 12). The commutant of the observable algebra is explicitly 
constructed (Section 13). 
VII. Perturbations of stochastically positive KMS systems. Perturbations 
of stochastically positive KMS systems are constructed by the Feyn- 
man-Kac-Nelson formula. A criterion for essential self-adjointness of the 
operator sum H + V is given in Theorem 16.4. 
VIII. KM.9 States given by density matrices. A general discussion of 
KMS states given by density matrices of the form e-Oh is given in 
Section 17. Stochastic positivity for such KMS states is discussed in 
Section 18. KMS states given by positivity preserving density matrices are 
shown to be stochastically positive and the two-sided Markov property for 
semicircles is proven for the associated stochastic processes (Theorem 18.4). 
The results of Part VII are applied to perturbations of positivity improving 
density matrices (Section 19), and a self-adjointness criterion is given 
(Theorem 19.1). 
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I. STOCHASTICALLY POSITIVE KMS SYSTEMS 
1. KMS States 
The abstract observable algebra for the quantum system is given by the 
C*-algebra 8. The dynamics is determined by the time evolution aI, a one- 
parameter group of automorphisms of 8. An equilibrium state of the 
quantum system is given by the state w, which is characterized by the 
Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition (e.g., Araki [4]). 
1.1. DEFINITION. The state’ o on the C*-algebra B is said to satisfy the 
KMS condition at inverse temperature /3, relative to the one-parameter group 
aI of autoniorphisms of 9, if for each A, B E 8 there exists a function 
FA ,B (z), analytic in the open strip {z E C ; 0 < Im z < p} and continuous on 
its closure, such that for all t E iR, FA,,B (t) = w(AQ~(B)), FA ,B (t + ip) = 
da,(B) A). 1 
It follows from the KMS condition that w is invariant under at (e.g., 
Araki [4]). By the GNS construction (e.g., Robinson [25]) there exists a 
Hilbert space Z’, a representation x of 8 on X, a unit vector R E Z’ cyclic 
for ~(a), and a one-parameter group of unitary operators V(t) on &” leaving 
s1 invariant, such that for all A E 23, z(a,(A)) = V(t) x(A) V(t)*, and 
w(A) = (J2, x(A) J2). Moreover, 3, II, R, V(t) are unique up to 
isomorphisms. It follows from the KMS condition that w(Aa,(B)) is 
continuous in t for all A, B E B ; thus V(t) is weakly continuous on the 
dense set n(!B) R. This implies the strong continuity of V(t) and thus by 
Stone’s theorem V(t) = ei”’ for a uniquely determined self-adjoint operator H 
on 3. 
1.2. PROPOSITION (e.g., Araki [3,4]). For all A E 23, n(A) sd E 
9(e- (w2’“) and thus eirH a(A) sd is norm analytic in the open strip I, = 
{z E C ; 0 < Im z < p/2 } and norm continuous on the closed strip &. I 
ProoJ Let f(t) = (x(A) 0, e’“x(A) l2) = J”t-co,mj e”* dp(L), where 
dp(l) = (x(A) 0, &?(I) a(A) a), E(n) being the spectral projections of H. 
Then f(t) = w(A* a,(A)) and thus it follows from the KMS condition that 
f(t) is the boundary value of the function F(z) analytic on the strip 
0 < Im z (p and continuous on the closed strip. Now let f+ (t) = 
I I~,~) e”*&@) and f- (0 = .f-m,oj eitadp (A). Then f(t) = f+ (t) + f- (t), 
and clearly f- (t) has an analytic continuation for Im z < 0, and f+ (t) for 
Im z > 0. As f- (t) = f (t) - f+ (t) it follows from the “edge of the wedge” 
theorem that f- (t) has an analytic continuation G(z) for -co < Im z < 8, 
continuous for --oo ( Im z </I. But if Im z < 0, clearly G(z) = 
I~-m,o, eiZa Q(n), and thus if we let y = Im z < 0, (d”/dy”) G(iy) = 
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j:( _ oo,Oj (--;I)” eeAy & (A). Hence, by monotonicity, (d”/dy”) G(0) = 
J (-vs.0j (--A)” &(A). Since G(z) is analytic for Im z < /I, the Taylor series at 
0 converges absolutely for 1 z 1 < p. Thus, for 0 <JJ < p 
G(Q) = nto ; F (0) = 1. eP.‘dp(A), 
. n -(- x,oi 
again by monotonicity. Finally, 
G(@) = l,‘q G(iy) = 1’ e-4adp(i), 
.(-a;,O) 
once more by monotonicity. It now follows that .~(-oo,wj e-‘“&(J) < co and 
therefore x(A) 0 E 9(e-@“)‘?). 1 
1.3. Remark. By Proposition 1.2 the KMS condition may be rewritten in 
the GNS representation as 
(,-W2’Hn(~) 0, ,-(NW 71(B) $2) = (n(B*) n, n(A*) n> (1.1) 
for all A, B E ‘t). In particular, 
lle-‘5’Z’Hn(A)RI( =lln(A*)Rlj for all A E 23. (1.2) 
Note that, by polarization, (1.1) follows from (1.2). 1 
1.4. PROPOSITION (e.g., Araki [4]). f2 is separating for x(8). 1 
Proof. Let n(A) Q = 0 for some A E B. Then (1.2) implies n(A*) 0 = 0. 
Furthermore, n(BA)R= TC(B)~L(A)S=O for all B E %3, and thus 
$A*) n(B*) D = z((BA)*) Q = 0 for all B E 8. Since R is cyclic for x(B), 
it follows that ~(4 *) = 0 and hence that x(A) = 0. 1 
Let (~~={AE~;~(A*A)=O}={AE~;~(A)R=O). By Proposi- 
tion 1.4, YI = {A E !Z; n(A) = 0) and thus 9I is a norm closed two-sided ideal 
invariant under a,. Hence w is a faithful state if and only if rc is a faithful 
representation. By replacing % by d/!JI we may suppose that w is a faithful 
state and hence that 71 is a faithful representation. We may then identify 8 
with $‘13), and we will do so. Most of our considerations apply without 
supposing that o is faithful (c.f. Remark 6.2). 
The von Neumann algebra of observables !8 is defined as the von 
Neumann algebra of operators on Z generated by ‘13 (i.e., by the represen- 
tation n(B)). Clearly V(t) defines a one-parameter group 6, of 
automorphisms of !8 by E,(A) = V(t) A V(t)* for all A E B. 
1.5. PROPOSITION (e.g., Araki [4]). For all A E B,AQ E @(e-‘D’2’W) 
and (e -co12)H,4f2, ep’5’2JHBf2) = (B*R,A*G)for aEZ A, B E 3. m 
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Proof Since 8 is the closure of B in the strong operator topology, and 
B is a C*-algebra, given A E $? there exists a sequence A, E B such that 
jl~,[/<~~AII and A,fl+-tAR. Thus, if CEB’, (CR,A,*a)=(A~L&C*Q)-+ 
(AR, C* Q) = (CQ, A*R). Hence AzQ converges weakly to A*0 on a dense 
set by Proposition 1.4. As IIA~RII~llAfII=IIAnII~<lAII,An*~~A*~ 
weakly. 
BY (1.2), lie- (N*)HA R/J = )I A* RI/ < 11 A II. Thus there exists a subsequence 
of A,,, which we can tlke to be ?I, itself without any loss of generality, such 
that e- (4/2)HA R converges weakly to some vector w. As e-@‘*)” is a closed 
operator we cinclude hat AR E CS(e-@‘*)“) and e-‘D’Z)HAR = tq. 
Now, let B E 8). Then by (1. I), (e- @‘*)nA,,fl, e-(4’2)“B.Q) = (B*f& A,*8), 
which implies that 
(e- W*M AR, e-(s’*)” BJ2) = (B* 0, A* J2). 
Repeating the above argument once again gives 
W (N2)HAQ, e-CW2’H Bfl) = (B* 0, A* 0) 
for all A, B E 8. 1 
1.6. COROLLARY. Q defines a faithful state on B which satisfies the 
KM.9 condition at inverse temperature p relative to 6,. 1 
Proposition 1.4 thus applies also to B and we conclude that L! is cyclic 
and separating for g which implies that R is cyclic and separating for 8’. 
Thus 
1.7. PROPOSITION. 0 is cyclic and separating for 9, 8, and 8’. 1 
2. Multiple-Time Analyticity 
The analyticity property expressed in Propostion 1.2 (for 9, but notice 
that it extends to !8 either by Proposition 1.5 or by applying Proposition 1.2 
directly to 8 in view of Corollary 1.6) extends to multiple-time vectors 
(Araki [3]). W e g ive here a proof by a method that we will use again in 
Part III to obtain analyticity properties of periodic OS-positive stochastic 
processes. 
2.1. THEOREM (Araki [3]). Let I, (n) = { (zl ,..., c,,) E C” ; Im zi > 0 for 
j = l,..., n, 1 ,..., A E &.Yitfyxz:, <-/WI. If (z, - zn) E I5 (n), then for all 
A n n 1”’ 
bf& eh.~HA 
eizlHA ,J2 E g(efrnH), and, as a function of 
. . . eirlHA 0 is norm analytic in Is(n), norm 
k~~~z?k “,n &in), and u>&rmly bou;ded on F,(n) by I(A,((((A,I( ... (IA,(J. 
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Also the vector exp(-@/2 + i EZ: zj) H) A,e”” lHA, , ... ei’1HA,f2 is 
norm ana&tic in I, (n - I), norm continuous on TO (n - 1). I 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. For n = 1 the analyticity 
and norm continuity follow from Proposition 1.5. To prove the bound, notice 
that for zE&(l),AEB, 
~le”“Afill < lI(Z + em “‘2)H) AS2 // < 11 ARII + Joe ‘n,z’r’Aig I/ 
= IlAQll + llA*Qll < 2lIAll~ 
where we used Proposition 1.5. It now follows from the Phragmen-Lindelof 
theorem that /I e”“Al2 /I < l/A II f or all z E 1,(l), since Ile”“AQ]I < !lA/I and 
lie i(r+iil/Zl’/Afl~l = lie- “‘*“‘ARII = IIA*L%(l < l/A// for all t E iF,. 
To complete the induction, we now assume that the theorem is true for 
n - 1 (where n > 1) and proceed to prove it for n. We break the proof into 
several steps : 
(a) For A E d, t E iR, we write A(t) = E,(A) =eifHAe-‘“‘. If 
A 1 ,..., A, E g, it follows from Proposition 1.5 that A, (t,) . .. A, (t,) l2 E 
@;(e -@/““) for all t, ,..., t, E I?, and that 
(e-‘D’2’WAn(tn) ... A, (tl)Q, e-‘“IZ’“An(sn) ... A, (s,)f2) 
=(AT(sl)...AX(s,)n,AT(t,)...A~(t,)R) 
for all t, S-9 tn,s, . . . s, E IR. Recalling the definition of A(t) and redefining 
the real variables t, ... t,, s ,,..., s,, we get that 
(e-- (4/*)Heil,“Aneit,~I”A._, . . . e”‘f’A,Q, 
e-- (6/2)ff eis.f’AneiSn-,“An_, . . . ,i.Y,“A, Q) 
= (exp (i$, sjH) ATep’“lHAf ... em’“” ‘“A,*.Q. 
In particular, by choosing t, ,..., t,, s, ,..., s, so that C,j.. , t, = cj”-, s, = 0. 
we conclude that 
( 
n-- 1 





-i v sjH A,z$~-~~A~-~ . . . eislHA,Q 
,y ) 1 
= (ATemislHAT . . . e-iS”-lHAX~,ATe-iflHAT . . . ebiLti-lHA,*Q), (2.1) 
for all t, ,..., t, _, , s1 ,..., s, . , E IR. 
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(b) We now define 
f(t I ,-., t,- 1> = e- ‘“/2)Hexp(-i $ tjH) Aneitn-lHAn-l . . . eiflHA1f2, 
g(t 1,..., tnel) =A,eitn-lHAn--l .-. eit1”A,12, 
w 1,..., tnpl) =Afe”lHA,* . . . ei’n-lHAn*O, 
Then f(t 1 ,..., t,- 1) = eC’W2’H exp(-i s:; tjH) g(t 1 ,..., tnpl), and (2.1) gives 
(.f(t ,,.‘.,t”-,),f(S1,...,Sn-,)) 
= (h(-s, ,..., -s,- ,), h(-t, ,..., -t,- J). (2.2) 
By the induction hypothesis g(t, ,..., t,- r) and h(t ,,..,, t,-,) have analytic 
continuations 
g(z 1 ,..., z,-,)=AneiZ~-~HAn-l -.. eiLIHA,R, 
h(Z , ,***, z, - 1 )=A, e C izlHA* 2 . . . eizn-lHAn*Q, 
respectively, to I, (n - l), which are norm continuous on & (n - 1) and 
uniformly bounded by l(A,I( e-a llAnll. 
So let 4 be the closed linear subspace spanned by {f(tl ,..., t,-,); 
t t , ,***, n- 1 E R}, and let 3 and & be similarly defined. It follows from the 
analyticity and continuity that h(zl,...,z,-,) EZh for all 
(Z 1 ,***, z,-. 1 )EI&- 1). 
We now define an antilinear map J:q+Rh by Jf(t, ,..., t,- 1 ) = 
h(--t, ,..., -tn-r) for all tl,..., t,-, E R. Set Cj,dk EC, 4 ,..., tj,-,, 
k s, ,..., si-, E R, where j = l,..., r, = k = l,..., m. By (2.2), 
Ji Cjf(&,***,c-l)vJ 2 dkf(S:,*..,S~-,)) 
j=l k=l 
= J-$, $+4-t’, ,..., -r’,- ,), 2 d$ h(-s: ,..., -s;- ,)) 
k=l 
=iil d,f(s:,...,$+$, c,f(&*vr.-1)). (2.3) 
It follows from (2.3) that J is a well defined antiunitary operator from 3 to 
4. 
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Now let F(z,,...,z,_,) =J-‘h(-ZT ,..., -z,*-,) for (Z ,,..., z,-,) EJ(~ - 1). 
Then F(z, ,..., z,_ , ) is analytic on Z,(n - I), norm continuous on I, (n - 1). 
and F(t l....~t,,-l)=f(tl ,..., t,_,)forall t ,,..., tnmlER. 
(c) We must now show that 
m zn-1 , ,**., ) = exp (- ($ + i 5’ Zj) H) g(Z, ,..., Z,._,). 
j= 1 
Let v/ E Y (e (“‘)“). Then both sides of 
(Y, f'(t, 9.e.3 t,- 1 )) = (eXp (- ($-i z: I,) ff) WY g(tl,-9 t,- I)) 
can be analytically continued to &(n - 1) giving 
(w, F(z,,...,z,_, I)= (exp (- (i-i 1;: z,+i) V, gh,...,~,-,I) (2.4) 
for all (zl,...,zn-,) E&(n - 1). As Ld(e-‘m2’H) is a core for 
exp (- (/I/2 - i CJ:,’ zi*) H), (2.4) implies that dz , ,**a, z, - 1 )E 
@ (exp(-(,f?/2 + i CJ’:: zj) H)) and 
W , ,***, z,-, )=exp (- (++ik’zj)H) g(Z, ,.... Z,._!) (2.5) 
.j= 1 
for all (z, ,..., z,- ,) E &(n - 1). 
In particular, the right-hand side of (2.5) is analytic in Z,(n - l), norm 
continuous on I,(n - 1). 
(d) We now show that eizflg(zl,..., z,-,) is well defined for 
(2 , ,.**, z,,) E r,(n). analytic in lo(n), and norm continuous on &(,(n). First we 
note that for (z, ,..., z,) E TD(n), 
IIe”~“g(z, ,..., z,-.,)I/ 
= lle-lm’“Hg(zl ,..., z,-,)(I 
G // jlfexp (- (G-z: ImZi)H))g(z,,...,z”-,)(I 
< II g(z, I***’ z,-1 )I1 + IIW,,...r z,-1)/l 
= /l&,v,zn-,111 +114-G,..., -C,)ll < 2/lA,I/ .+. IlAnll. (2.6) 
Thus g(z o:yij z+hdiE P2(eirn”) for (z,‘..., zn) E G(H). Now let 
yEE(e- . 
(w, eiZfig(zl ,..., z,-, )) = (e-iz~H y, g(z, ,...) z,- , 1) 
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is analytic in ID(n) and continuous on F,(n). Combining this with the 
uniform bound in (2.6) we can conclude that eirflHg(z, ,..., z,~ ,) is analytic in 
$(n) and weakly continuous on F,(n). To establish the strong continuity on 
1,(n) it now suflices to show the continuity of the norm. This follows as 
llei*~Hg(z,,...,zn-,)I1 
= IIe-‘mLBg(z,,..., z,-,)I1 
= Ilem’mza (1 +exp (- (;- z: IITlZj) H))-’ 
X (1 +exp (- (+-z: ImZj)H)) P(ZI,...,Z.-II~~, 
where e-‘mZ*(l + exp(+/2 - CKi Im zj)H))-’ has norm <l and is 
strongly continuous on G(n), and (1 + exp(-(B/2 - Ez/ Im Zj) ZY)) 
g(z , ,***9 z,- 1 ) is norm continuous on &(n) since g(z,,...,zn-,) and 
F(Z ,,...,z,-,) are. 
(e) All that remains to be proved is the uniform bound. To do so let 
us first notice that by the induction hypothesis (leitHg(z, ,..., z,- ,)I[ = 
II & ,9...y~n-,)Il <lIA,Il +a. lMnl19 and 
IlexP (i (t,i (+--p: ImZj))H) g(z,,...,z.-,)I1 
= exp - II cc ++ini’ 5 H g(Z1,*~*9Z~-l j=l 1 1 III 
= II@ ,9***7 z,- 1 III 
= IlFzTv.., -C,)ll < IIA, II *** llA”ll, 
for all t E R and (z, ,..., z,-,) E &(,J - 1). As eirn”g(z ,,..., z,-,) is bounded 
on &(,(n) by (2.6), it now follows from the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem 
(applied in the complex variable z”) that (leirnHg(z,,..., z,-,)I( & [IA, 1) See [/A,[[ 
for all (z, ,..., ZJ E F&n). I 
The vectors eiLflAneirn-,HAn-, . . . e irlHA ,a are also continuous in the 
Ais, in a sense made precise in the following theorem. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let A , ,..., A,, E B, and for each j = l,..., n, let Aj,k be a 
sequence of elements of @ such that s~p,IIA~,~ll < a~, and Aj,k+Aj, 
Azk + Aj* as k --) 00, the convergence being in the strong operator topology. 
Let (z, ,..., z,,) E r,(n). Then eirnHAn,keizn-lHAn-,.k ... eiZ1HA,,kf2 converges 
in norm to eiLnHA,,eizn-lHAn-, ... ei’1HA,J2 as k+ a~. 1 
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Proof. Again the proof proceeds by induction in n. For n = 1 let 
yk=AkR, y=Af2, qdk(z)=eirH (wk - w), where z f &( 1). Then #k(~) is 
analytic in 1,(l), norm continuous on &(l), and bounded there, as 1/$,(z)// < 
V,il + IlA It G 2 SUP, lIArI < CO. Let M1.k = SUP,,& llh(f)llr ML, = 
sup,,, li@k(t + @/2)II, M, = max{MiAk, M,,,}. By the Phragmen-Lindelof 
theorem /l$k(~)II < M, for all z E 1,(n). Then it suffices to show that 
Ml .A ~OandM,,,+Oask-+co.Indeed,ift~R, 
M,,, = ;;g llh(t)ll = ll(A,c -A)Qtl -+O as k-+03, 
and 
=Il(A,*-A*)BI(+O as k-+co. 
Proceeding with the induction, we now assume that the theorem is 
true for n - 1 and prove it for n. Given (z, ,,.., z,- ,) E &(n - l), 
let ykpl ,..., z,-,j,= A,,kei’n+lHAn-l,k .se eirlHA,,$, wk*(z*,...,z,-L) = 
Afke-“lHAfk ..a e’zn-1HA~k12, and let w(z ,,..., z,.. ,), w*(z ,,..., z,-,) be 
similarly defined in the obvious way. Then 
< (~upllA,,,jl)lle”~-~“A,_,,,...A,,~~-e”’~~~’A, , . ..A.~?11 
+ Il(A.,k-A.)eiifl-‘A,_, . ..A.Ql[-+O as k-too 
by the induction hypothesis and the hypothesis of the theorem. Similarly 
II w; (z,r-2 Z”-,I - Y*(z,,..., z,J/ -+ 0. 
Now let (z, ,..., z,,) E I,(n), and let us define 
ek(z,, . . . . zn> = eiZ”H(y,(z, ,..., z,- ,) - w(z, . . . . . z,~.. , )I. 
We will use the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem in the complex variable z, to 
show that /I#, (z, ,..., zn)II -+ 0. By Theorem 2.1, 4k(z, ,..., zn) is analytic in 
r,(n), norm continuous on G(n), and is bounded there by 2(sup,IlA,,,I/) . . . 
(suPkll~..,I/) < a. Let M,,l,(z,r...r~,-,)=~~~,ERIIQ)k(z ,,... ,~,-~,t)l/. 
M2,k(z,t..., zn-1 1 = sup,,!? lIh(Z,,..., z,-1, t + Q/2 - CJZ: Im z,~>)II, 
Mk(z ,,.. .,z,~,)=max(M,,,(z ,,..., z,_,), M,.,(z, ,..., z+~)}. It follows from 
the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem that II #k (z i ,..., zn)ll < M, (z, ,..., z, _ , ) for all 
(z , ,...r z”) E rb (n). But 
M,,,(~,,...,z,..,)=Il~~(.z ,,..., z,-,)--y(z,, . . . . z,..,)II--+O as k-+m. 
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and 
~2,k(b.4,-1) 
(w&~,...,z~-~) - w(~~,...,z,-~))ll 
= II wk* (z, ,..., z,- 1) - v/* (z1 ,..., z,- 1 )I1 --t 0 as k+ co, 
where we used the analytic continuation of Eq. (2.1). Thus 
II 4k (z, 3***3 zn)ll --f 0 as k + co, which concludes the proof. 1 
3. Stochastic Positivity 
Theorem 2.1 shows that for all A i ,..., A, E 8 the correlation function 
r AI,...,A, (t I,...,t,>=(~,is,,(A,)...a,n(A.)a) 
can be analytically continued to purely imaginary variables zj = isj, where 
sj<sj+I and J$‘:: (sj+ , - sj) <p. More precisely, if --p/2 < s, < s2 < ... 
~sk~Ogsk+,~...~s,~P/2,then 
l- AI.....A, ( is , ,..., is, > 
= (eSkHA:e-‘“k-Sk-“HA~-( ... e-wt)~A~fJ, 
e--Sk+lHAk+,e-(Skt2-Sktl)HAL+Z ... ,-(‘“n-“n-“HA,Q). (3.1) 
In particular, if A, ,..., A,, E 9, then w(a,,(A,) ..s aJAn)) has an analytic 
continuation of the form (3.1). 
In order to construct a stochastic process we will introduce an abelian 
sub-C*-algebra “4 of B and a positivity condition. We will be interested in 
the case when 2I is “large enough,” i.e., when the C*-algebra generated by 
U tER a, (2I) is equal to b. 
3.1. DEFINITION. The KMS state w is said to be stochastically positive 
with respect to the abelian sub-F-algebra 2I of 23 if for all A, ,..., A, E 9l+ = 
{A E ‘?l; A > 0} the function r, ,,..., &is, ,..., is,) in (3.1) is non-negative. I 
The following definition will characterize the quantum systems which may 
be described by a stochastic process. 
3.2. DEFINITION. A stochastically positive KMS system (23, U, a,, w) at 
inverse temperature /3 consists of 
(i) a C*-algebra 8; 
(ii) a one-parameter group of automorphisms a, of 8; 
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(iii) an abelian sub-C*-algebra U of !Z3 such that the C*-algebra 
generated by UIE,> c+ (2I) is equal to % ; 
(iv) a faithful state w on B satisfying the KMS condition at inverse 
temperature j3, relative to czt ; 
such that 
(v) o is stochastically positive with respect to VI. 1 
Stochastically positive KMS systems are uniquely determined by the 
functions r,., ,,,,,,A, (isI ,..., is,) in (3.1) for A,: . . . . A, in the abelian sub-C*- 
algebra. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let (Bi, 91i, ai,l, oi), i = 1, 2, be two stochastically 
positive KMS systems with ‘u, = ‘I[, = ‘3. Suppose that for all A, ,.... A,, E 3, 
r L4,,...,A,(b.‘~ is,> = G, ,,..., A,h l-.1 kJ (3.2) 
for all -/I/2 < s, ,< s2 < . . . < s, <p/2. Then the two stochastically positive 
KMS systems are isomorphic, i.e., there exists an isomorphism y : 8, --) 8, 
suchthatyistheidentityon’ZI,yoa,,,=a,,,oyandw,=o,oy. 1 
Proof By analyticity, (3.2) implies that 
rl;A,,...,A,(t*,.“, tn)=r*.A . {.....‘4, (t,r-., t,) (3.3 1 
for all A , ,..., A, E %, and t I ,..., t, E R. Let 5, Qi be the Hilbert space and 
the unit vector in the GNS representation for (ai, %i,ai,t, wi), i= 1, 2. 
Define the linear operator U: & --t & by 
Ua,.,,(A,) ..+ al,f,@n)QR1 = a2.,,(Al) ... a2,&WQ2 
for t, ,..., t, E R, A, ,..., A, E R, n = 1, 2 ,.... Then U is a well defined linear 
isometry between dense linear subsets by (3.3), Definition 3.2(iii), and the 
cyclicity of Qi for Bi. Hence U extends to a unitary map from 3 to A?$. 
Now let y: %JT, -+ 9, be defined by y(B) = UBU- ’ for B E 8,. Then y is the 
desired isomorphism. I 
Let (23, ?I, a,, w) be a stochastically positive KMS system. In the GNS 
representation associated with w, we define 5 to be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by ‘u (more precisely by @X), but we identify 23and $8)). 
It is easy to see that if 23, is the C*-algebra generated by U,,,@,@), then 
Bc!b,cg and %r=B. Furthermore, givenAEq+={AE8;A>O} we 
can find a sequence A,, E ?I+ such that [IA, I( < IIA 11 and A,O + AD. Since Sz 
is cyclic for the commutant 9’ it follows that A, -+ A strongly. Hence it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that r, ,,,,,, A,(is, ,..., is,) > 0 for all A, ,..., A, E iii , 
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and thus a defines a stochastically positive state on B with respect to 3. We 
have thus proved 
3.4. PROPOSITION. If (8, ‘?I, at, o) is a stochastically positive KMS - - 
system at inverse temperature p, then the same is true of (23,2l, a,, a), with 
the proviso that C*-algebra be replaced by von Neumann algebra in 
DeJnition 3.2. 1 
We will need one more fact about stochastically positive KMS systems. 
Let & be the closure of CliG!. Then 4 is a sub-Hilbert-space of Z’ which is 
invariant under ai. Let VI, be the restriction of CIi to &; . Since R is a 
separating vector for 3 and hence for 211,, ?I, is a faithful representation of a 
and therefore a C*-algebra with the same norm as 3. We will now prove that 
‘u, is also a von Neumann algebra of operators on q. Indeed, let A be in 
the strong closure of 3,. Then there is a sequence An E 2I such that 
llA,,ll < I/A )I and A,,0 +AR. But then A,CQ converges for all C E 23’. Since 
R is cyclic for b’ (in Z’) and the A, are uniformly bounded, A, converges 
strongly in Z’ to an operator B E flIi. Let B I be the restriction of B to &; . 
Then B, E ?.I, and B,LJ =An. But 0 is cyclic for the abelian C*-algebra ‘u, 
(in 4) and hence separating for its strong closure. Therefore A = B, E 11,. 
Thus we have 
3.5. PROPOSITION. The restriction ‘u, of ‘8 to Z’, = ‘us1 is a von 
Neumann algebra of operators on o?, having L! as a cyclic and separating 
vector. In particular ‘?I, and % are isomorphic as C*-algebras. I 
We will identify I, with cli from now on. 
II. PERIODIC OS-POSITIVE STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
4. Stochastic Processes 
We will now define the stochastic processes we will be able to associate 
with stochastically positive KMS systems. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A stochastic process (indexed by the set q with values 
in the compact Hausdorff space K is a family {X,),,, of random variables 
on a probability space (Q, X, cc) with values in K. We will call K the value 
space of the process, and (Q, Z, p) the underlying probability space. We will 
also denote by ( ) the expectation in the underlying probability space, i.e., 
(F) = IF dp for an integrable function F on (Q, C, p). 1 
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4.2. DEFINITION. Let {X,,, }fGT and {X2,t }lET be two stochastic processes 
with the same index set and value space (but perhaps with different 
underlying probability spaces). We say that the two processes are equivalent 
if 
for all t ,,..., t, E T, f ,,..., f, E C,(K), the space of real-valued continuous 
functions on K. 1 
The justitication for this definition is that observation of a stochastic 
process can only yield expressions of the type that appear in Eq. (4.1). 
We will be mainly interested in the case when the index set is the real line 
jc 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let {X,},,, be a stochastic process with values in K. 
The process is stationary if the process {X,}I,R and {Xl+s}fER are equivalent 
for all s E R; symmetric if the processes {X,},,, and (X--I}IEF; are 
equivalent; weakly stochastically continuous if for all f E C,(K) the real- 
valued stochastic process (f(X,)},,, is stochastically continuous (i.e., 
t ++ f(X,) is continuous in measure); faithful if (s(X,)) # 0 for all 
.fE C,(K) with f >O, f $0, and all tE R. 1 
Notice that if the stochastic process {X,},,, is stationary, then it is faithful 
if and only if (f (X0)) # 0 for all f E C,(K) with f > 0, f f 0. 
4.4. DEFINITION. The stochastic process {X, } tE p is periodic with period /I 
ifX,+,=X,foralltElR. I 
Let S, = R /bZ, the circle with length /3, and let t t--+ f denote the canonical 
projection of R onto S,. Then if {X,},,, is a periodic stochastic process with 
period p, let Xi = X,. Then {Xi}iEs,, is a (well defined) stochastic process 
indexed by S,. Conversely, given a stochastic process {Xi)ies, indexed by 
S,, X, = Xi for t E R defines a periodic stochastic process IX,},,, with 
period /3. We can thus consider periodic processes as being indexed by either 
R or S,. Notice that if the process is considered as indexed by S,, then 
stationarity and symmetry correspond to translation and reflection on S,, 
respectively. 
The stochastic processes associated with KMS systems will be periodic, 
stationary, symmetric, weakly stochastically continuous, and faithful. 
Furthermore they will satisfy Osterwalder-Schrader positivity [24]. For 
periodic processes OS-positivity must be interpreted with respect to the circle 
of length /?. 
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4.5. DEFINITION. The periodic symmetric stochastic process {X, },, k 
with period b is OS-positive on S, in case 
whenever t , ,..., t, E [0, /I/2] and F is a bounded measurable function on K” 
(for any n = 1, 2 ,..., ). I 
5. Functional Analytic Properties 
Let {Xl }IEIR be a stochastic process with values in the compact Hausdorff 
space K, having (Q, Z, p) as the underlying probability space. For Tc IR, Z, 
will denote the u-algebra generated by {X,; t E T} and E, the corresponding 
conditional expectation. If T= {t}, we will just write C, and E,. For our 
purposes there will be no loss of generality in taking Z = Z, and we will do 
so. 
We will now list some functional analytic properties of stochastic 
processes. Their proof is not hard and is mostly a matter of measure theory. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let {XtjlslR be a stochastic process with values in K, 
having (Q, Z, ,a) as the underlying probability space. Then: 
(i) If the process is stationary, then U(t) defined by 
u(t)F(X,,,...,X~,)=F(x~,+l,...,Xt,+l> 
for t, t , ,..., t, E IR, F a bounded measurable function on K”, n = 1,2 ,..., 
extends to a one-parameter group of automorphisms of L”(Q, Z,p) and to a 
one-parameter group of isometries on L”(Q, 2, p) for 1 < p < CO. For t E R, 
E, = U(t) E, U(-t). If in addition the process is weakly stochastically 
continuous, then U(t) is strongly continuous in Lp(Q, Z, ,u) for 1 <p < CO 
and strongly continous in measure in L”(Q, Z,p). 
(ii) If the process is symmetric, then R defined by 
RF&, ,..., Xt,)=F(X-I,,...,X-*,> 
for t, ,..., t, E R, F a bounded measurable function on K”, n = 1,2,..., extends 
to an automorphism of L”(Q, Z, ,u) and to an isometry on L”(Q, .C,p) for 
1 <p < co. Furthermore, R2 =I, RE, =E,R = E,, and RE,= E-,R for 
t E m. If in addition the process is stationary, then RU(t) = U(-t) R for 
tE R. 
(iii) If the process is fait/@, then f H f(X,,) gives a faithful 
representation of the abelian C*-algebra C(K) on L’(Q, Z,p), such that it 
leaves L’(Q, Z,,,u) invariant and has L”(Q, .?Y,,,,u) as its strong closure. 
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(iv) If the process is stationary and periodic with period /3, then 
U@) = I. 
(v) rf the process is symmetric and periodic with period /l, then 
RE,, = EWZ and RE(O,WZI - -E (O,WZI a
(vi> If the process is symmetric and periodic with period /3, then it is 
OS-positive on S, if and only if EIo,w2~RE,o,D,21 > 0 as an operator on 
L2(Q, C, p), i.e., ((RF)* F) > Ofor all FE L’(Q, C~o,ai21 ,,u). 1 
III. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN KMS SYSTEMS AND 
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
6. The Main Theorem 
The connection between KMS systems and stochastic processes is given 
by the following theorem. We recall that ( . ) denotes the expectation in the 
stochastic process and r, ,...., A, the correlation functions of the KMS system 
defined in Section 3. As a matter of notation, if ‘fl is an abelian C*-algebra 
and K is its spectrum, we will identify 2I with C(K); in particular an element 
A E ‘u will also be considered as a function (also denoted by A) on K. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let (8, ?I, a,, w) be a stochastically positive KMS 
system at inverse temperature p. Then there exists a stochastic process 
ix, l*elr; with values in the spectrum of U, which is periodic with period P, 
stationary, symmetric, weakly stochastically continuous, faithful, and OS- 
positive on S,, such that 
(A,(X,I)...A,(X,,))=Ta, ,..., A,(it,,....ifn) (6.1) 
for all A, ,..‘, A,, E ?I and t, ,..., t, E IR with t, < t, < . . f < t, and t, - t, ,< p. 
Such a process is unique up to equivalence. 
Conversely, let {X, },elR be a stochastic process with values in the compact 
Hausdorff space K, periodic with period p, stationary, symmetric, weakly 
stochastically continuous, faithful, and OS-positive on S,. Then there exists a 
stochastically positive KMS system (b, U, a,, w) at inverse temperature /3 
such that ‘?I z C(K) and (6.1) holds. Such a KMS system is unique up to 
isomorphism. 1 
6.2. REMARK. If the stochastic process {X,},,,! satisfies all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, except for faithfulness, we can still construct a 
stochastically positive KMS system (9% ‘u, a,, w), where ‘?I is the C*-closure 
of a *-representation of C(K), and (6.1) holds with the obvious 
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modifications. The converse is also true. The uniqueness statements still 
hold. m 
The theorem will be proven in the next two sections. Notice that the 
statements of uniqueness follow immediately from (6.1), Definition 4.2, and 
Proposition 3.3. Notice also that both sides in (6.1) depend only on the 
differences t, - t,, t, - t, ,..., t, - t,-, , the left-hand side because of the 
stationarity of the process, and the right-hand side because of analyticity and 
the fact that w is invariant under a,; it suffices thus to consider only the case 
when -/l/2<t,<tt,<m.m <t,,</l/alz. 
7. Construction of the Stochastic Process 
Beginning with a stochastically positive KMS system (8, 8, a,, w) at 
inverse temperature /3 we will now construct a stochastic process {X,},,, 
with values in the spectrum of ‘?I, periodic with period /I, stationary, 
symmetric, weakly stochastically continuous, faithful, OS-positive on S, , 
and such that (6.1) holds. We will use a method due to Klein [ 161. 
Let K be the spectrum of ‘u. Then K is a compact Hausdorff space and 
‘?I E C(K). The state UI then defines, by the Riesz-Markov theorem, a Baire 
measure v on K by s A dv = w(A) for A E C(K) z 2I. We claim that 
cli z La (K, dv). Indeed, & = (na is isomorphic to L’(K, dv), f2 
corresponding to the function 1 and ‘u to C(K). By Proposition 3.5 the 
restriction of a to &; is the von Neumann algebra of operators on & 
generated by the restriction of ‘u to &, it follows that under the above 
isomorphism sli corresponds to L”O(K, dv). We will identify 3 with 
Lm(K, dv). In particular, if x is the characteristic function of a Baire 
measurable subset of K, we may consider its equivalence class 2 in 
Loo(K, dv) as an element of iii. We will denote by B(K) the set of such x’s. 
We also observe that given any A E iii there exists a sequence G, of finite 
linear combinations of elements of 8(K) such that ]( G, - AlI, + 0 and thus 
6, + A in the norm of ‘?I. 
We now start the construction of the stochastic process. Let 
Q = Kt-4/2,“2’. n en Q is a compact Hausfdorff space, “the path space”; 
9 = Ms)Lr-w2,w2, is a “path” (a path is then a curve in the set of pure 
states of a). For each t E [-p/2,/3/2] let Yt: Q + K be defined by 
Y,(q) = q(t), and let 9(Q) be the set of finite linear combinations of 
functions of the form 
F=x1K,) *** X,(Y,,)~ (7.1) 
where x1 ,..., x,EB(K), -/3/2<t,<t,<.** Q t, G/3/2. We define a linear 
functional p on V(Q) by 
IV) = rF ,,..., i,(% T...9 it,> (7.2) 
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for F as in (7.1). By Proposition 3.4, R is stochastically positive with respect 
to (li and thus the right-hand side in (7.2) is always non-negative. That p is a 
well defined positive linear functional on 9(Q) can now be shown by the 
following argument due to Klein [ 161: Suppose GE y(Q). Then G can 
always be written as 
for some r, n E N, ci E C, xi,/ E Z(K), i = l,..., r,j = l,..., n, and 
-@/2<t,<t,<.*. < t, <p/2 ; this can always be done by introducing extra 
characteristic functions equal to the function 1, and it is clear from (7.2) and 
(3.1) that this does not change p(G). Furthermore, we can always find 
disjoint characteristic functions r,r, ,..., vrn E E(K) such that 
(7.3) 
for all i = l,..., r-, j = l,..., n with all di,j,k > 0. Hence 
m 
G= 1’ 
k ,,.. fTjk,=l 
bkl ,..., k”Vk,K,) *** I?k,K”)’ 
where b, ,,,,, k = xi=, cidi,l,k, . . . di,n,k . As v1 ,..., ?,r,,, are disjoint, it follows 
that the products qk,(Yt,) . . . qk,(Y$kl ,..., k, = l,..., m, are also disjoint 
characteristic functions. We now substitute (7.3) into the right-hand side of 
(7.2) to obtain 
p(G) = 2 
k ,,..., k,= 1 
bk ,,..., k,& ,,..., ijkntifl )‘*‘) itn>’ 
We can now prove that p is well defined. Suppose G z 0. Then (7.4) plus the 
disjointness of the qk,(Y,,) .+e qk,(YL,) implies that bk,,...,k,=O for all 
k I ,..., k, = l,..., m, and (7.5) gives p(G) = 0. Similarly, if G > 0 we must have 
all b,, ,.,.( k. > 0 and thus that p(G) > 0. 
Thus (7.2) defines p as a positive linear functional on 9(Q) which is 
normalized as p( 1) = 1. Let L(Q) be the closure of p(Q) in the sup norm; p 
extends by continuity to a normalized positive linear functional (also called 
p) on L(Q). Since C(K”l,...,fn’), considered as a subset of C(Q), is contained 
in L(Q) for all --p/2 < t, < t, < . . . < t, Q /3/2, it follows from the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem that C(Q) is contained in L(Q). Then p defines 
by restriction a normalized positive linear functional (stiB called p) on C(Q). 
By the Riesz-Markov theorem there exists a unique Baire measure ~1 on Q 
such that p(F) = j Fdp for all FE C(Q); as p is normalized ,u is a 
probability measure. We will write (F) for IF dp. Moreover, Eq. (7.2) holds 
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with the xi’s replaced by functions in L”O(K, dv) E 3, this follows from 
measure theory for the left-hand side, and from (3.1) and Theorem 2.2 for 
the right-hand side. In particular (7.2) holds with the xi’s replaced by 
functions in C(K) z 2l, i.e., 
(4Vf,) - 4K,)) =~A,,...,A.(4~...~ 4) (7.6) 
for A , ,..., A,, E A,, E %,-p/2 < t, ( t, < ..a < t, <p/2. 
We can now consider { Yt}lel-4/2,4/21 as a stochastic process with values in 
K, having (Q, &) as the underlying probability space. However, this is not 
the desired stochastic process since YB/* is not equal to Y-,, and thus the 
process cannot be extended to a periodic process indexed by R with period p. 
But something very close follows from the KMS condition. Let 
A E ‘8 E C(K), then it follows from (7.6) and (3.1) that 
(MY,,) -AK,d12) 
= K4*U’,2) -A*K,,NW,,) -W-,2))) 
= @*P’,2)A&,2)) - (A*(~-,,)W,,)) 
+ @K,M*O’-,,I) - W’-,,, A*%,,)) 
= IIARIJ2 - [Je- (4’2)HAf2112 + J(A*Rl12 - IIe-(4/2)HA*f2112 = 0, 
where the last equality follows from (1.2). Thus 
A&,,) =4b,2) ,u - a.e. for all A E ‘u. (7.7) 
Now let us define the stochastic process {Xt}rsR with values in K and 
underlying probability space (Q, dp) by X, = Yr, where f E [-p/2, /I/Z) and 
t - f= kfi for some k E Z. This process is clearly periodic with period /I. 
Moreover, it follows from (7.7) that {Yt}LEt--4/2,4/2, and {XI}tcl-a/2,4/21 are 
equivalent processes. In particular (7.6) holds for {Xt}lst-4/2,4/21. 
All that is left to prove now is that {X,},,, is stationary, symmetric, 
weakly stochastically continuous, faithful, and OS-positive on S,. Notice 
that once we have stationarity, (7.6) yields (6.1). 
To prove stationarity, since the process is periodic with period p, it 
suffices to show that for A, ,..., A,, E U, 42 < t, < .w. < t, < p/2, s E R, 
Now,if-~/2~t,~...~tj<O~fj+,~..~,<t,<~/2,then(7.6)and(3.1) 
give 
= (e’flA7 e -(fj-fj-l)HAj*_l . . . AT,fJ, e-fj+lHAj+l 
x e-(lj+Z-tj+l)HA /+2 -.- A,$). (7.8) 
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Let s > 0 be such that tj t s Q 0 and t, + s < /3/2, then (7.8) and the self- 
adjointness of H yield 
Gwt,,,) -MC"+& = @1(X,,) **. 4(X,")). (7.9) 
If fj t s = 0, t, + s G/3/2, we may move Aj to the other side of the inner 
product in the right-hand side of (7.8). If tj t s < 0, 1, + s =/3/2, we may use 
the periodicity to replace A,,(X,,,) by An(X+,). Clearly, by repeating the 
above argument as many times as it is needed, we can conclude that (7.9) 
holds for any s > 0. A similar argument works for s < 0. We thus conclude 
that the process is stationary. 
To prove symmetry, we must show that 
for all A , ,..., A,, E 3, and -p/2 < t, < . . . < tj < 0 < tj + , < . . + < t, < p/2. 
Indeed, using (7.8) we get 
ML,) -A.KtnD 




ji2 -.a A,R, 
X etjHAT e-(tj-t/-l)HAj*_ 1 . . . A ffJ)* 
= &KJ -4tKn)). 
To prove weak stochastic continuity we must show that for all A E ‘3, 
t F+ A(X,) is continuous in measure. By the stationarity it suffices to show 
that lim ,40(~A(Xt+,)-A(Xt)~2)=0 for AE’U and O<t<P/2. Indeed, by 
(7.8) 
(IA(Xt, s> -A(Xt)12) 
= ((A*(xt+s) - A”Wt))(A(X,+s) -A(XtN) 
= ((AD, (Z - eCisiH) Ai2) + (A*R, (Z - e-lsiH) A*L2)} -+ 0 as s --, 0 
since AR, A*Q E 4h(e-4’2H). Thus t t-+ A(X,) is continuous in L2-norm and 
hence in measure. 
To prove that the process is faithful, just notice that for all A E 8, A # 0, 
(IA(X,,)12) = 11 ARj12 > 0 as R is separating for 3. 
All that remains to be proved is the OS-positivity on S,. It suffices to 
show that if 
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ci E C, LI,,~ E 3, i = l,..., m,j = l,..., n, 
o<t,<t,<*-* <t,<p/2, 
and R is the operator defined in Theorem 5.1, then ((RF)* F) > 0. Indeed, 
by (7.8) 
((RF)* F) = 
/I 





We have thus completed the construction of the desired stochastic process. 
8. Construction of the KMS System 
We will now construct a stochastically positive KMS system (b, ‘u, aI, o) 
at inverse temperature p from a stochastic process {Xt}lsR with values in a 
compact Hausdorff space K, periodic with period p, stationary, symmetric, 
weakly stochastically continuous, faithful, and OS-positive on S,, such that 
‘u z C(K) and (6.1) holds. Starting from the stochastic process we will 
construct a Hilbert space R, a unit vector D E A?‘, a faithful representation 
?[ of C(K) by operators on R’, and a self-adjoint operator H on R, such 
that if (xI is defined by a,(A) = e”HAe-irH.for t E R and A E ‘XI, 23 is the C*- 
algebra generated by U teR a,(%), and w is the state on 23 given by 
w(B) = (a, X2) for B E 8, then (23,2I, a,, CL)) is the desired stochastically 
positive KMS system. 
a. Construction of the Hilbert Space 3 
Let (Q, Z;,U) be the underlying probability space for the stochastic 
process, with Z = Z, . We use the notation of Section 5. 
Let us consider Y = EIo,Blzl REIo,4121 as an operator on L’(Q, +,,4/21, P), 
and let Z0 be the range of Y. On 4 we define a sesquilinear form by 
(T(F), T-(G)) = (T(F)* G) = ((RF)* G) = (F*(RG)) 
for J', G E L2(Q, 50,8/21f ~1. BY the OS-positivity on S, (and 
Theorem 5l(vi)), F > 0 and thus ( , ) is a positive-definite inner product on 
4. We define 2’ to be its completion as a Hilbert space, and we let 
R = Y( 1). Notice also that IlY(F)ll,< llFllL2 for all F E L’(Q, Z[o,4/21, ,u). 
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b. Construction of the Abelian C*-algebra ‘u z C(K) 
8.1. LEMMA (Klein [ 161). For F E L’(Q, C,0,d,2,, ,u), T?,‘(F) = % ‘(JF) 
for FE L*(Q, Z,o,D,21,p) defines a bounded operator T on ,k” such that 
/ifl\ = jifii,. Furthermore, % = {A fE L”(Q, Z,,,u)} is a von Neumann 
algebra of operators on Z having l2 as a separating vector. g 
Proof. Let f E L”(Q, C,, .u) and let us consider the operators 
multiplication by f (which we will also denote by f) and 2= both acting on 
L*(Q, &.4/q 1 PU>~ As f commutes with both E,o,bj21 and R. it follows that f 
and 7 1 commute. Thus f is a well defined linear operator on the range of 
7 ‘, i.e., on ,&. To prove that 1/$11< //f jla3, let us first observe that if S and 
T are bounded operators on a Hilbert space such that S 2 0 and S and T 
commute, then 
T*ST = (TS”*)* (TS”*) < // TI/’ S. 
Thus, for F E L*(Q, C,o,,yz,, PL 1/3T”(F)I/:, = ((?-fF)* fF) = 
(F*f “7 ‘(fF)) < II f I\‘, < F*Y“(F)) = Ilf ii!, /I 7 ‘(F)li2P, as 7 1 2 0 and .f 
and 7’ commute. 
Thus 3 is a well defined linear operator on the dense linear subspace .T, 
and satisfies l/3/l < /If l/a. It thus extends to a bounded operator on 2”. 
On the other hand, as RE, = E,, the restriction V of i*. to L*(Q, Z,,,p) is 
unitary onto its range in R, as (Y(F), P‘(G)) = ((RF)* G) = (F*G) for 
F, G E L’(Q, C,,,D). Furthermore, 3 = VfV* on the range of V; it follows 
that llfll > llf IL and thus llfll= IIS IL. 
Now let B = {3; f E L”(Q, C,, ,u)}. Then ‘% is a C*-algebra of operators 
on ,X such that q z L”(Q, C,, ,u). Clearly, 0 is a separating vector for 8. 
Let us now prove that % is actually a von Neumann algebra of operators 
on .P. Suppose A is in the strong closure of % Given FE L”(Q, Z~O,wzl, ,a), 
there exists a sequence f, E L”(Q, C,, ,u) such that 3,7‘(F) -+ AT(F) and 
f,J2 -+ AR. But then T(f,) -t AR and thus f, converges in L*(Q, C,,,a) to a 
function f since P‘ is an isometry on L’(Q, C,,,U). Moreover T(f) = AR 
and hence f is independent of the choice of F and f,. Furthermore, since 
F E L"(Q, +,,,yz, y PU>, 3,27(F) = T(Ff .) -+ T“(Ff) as Ffn + Fj‘ in 
L*(Q, -&v2,,~>+ Thus for all FE L”(Q, ‘c,o,B,21,,u), AT-(F) = TdfF). In 
particular, if FELOO(Q,~,,~>,IlfFllLz= ll~‘~f~~ll.~~ll~llll~~~~II~= 
IlA II IlFll~~ which implies that f E L”(Q, Z;,, ,u). Thus we conclude that 
A=3E%. m 
As the stochastic process is faithful, there exists a faithful representation 
of C(K) as a strongly dense abelian sub-C*-algebra of L”(Q, IJo, p) 
(Theorem 5.1 (iii)). Combining this with Lemma 8.1 we obtain a faithful 
representation ‘LI of C(K) by operators on &4 having 52 as a separating 
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vector. Moreover, iii is the von Neumann algebra generated by ?I. Indeed, let 
‘ii be the strong closure of 3, then VI c 9 c 8. But the restrictions of 3 and 
B to y(L’(Q, &, ~1) must be equal, since the representation of C(K) is 
strongly dense in L”(Q, Z,,,u). As 0 is a separating vector for 3, we must 
have a= 8. 
c. Construction of the Self-adjoint Operator H 
Let dt = L’(Q, -&w2-tlt~) for 0 < t G/?/2, and let rt: = P-(d) for 
O<t</3/2.NoticethatifFE&andO<s<t,thenU(s)FE&-S. 
8.2. LEMMA. If F E.J, 0 < t G/3/2, then T(F) = 0 implies 
T(U(s)F)=OforallO<s<t. m 
ProoJ Let us consider first the case when 0 < s < t. Then if 
0 & r < s and s + r < t, ]I Y(U(s) F)ll> = ((U(s) F)* RU(s) F) = 
((U(s - r)F)*U(-r)RU(s)F) = (U(s - r)F)*RU(s + r)F) = (T(U(s - r)F), 
T(U(s + r)F)) < II r(U@ - r)F>II~ll VW + r>F>IIs < II TV@ - r)F>llx 
IIFll~2. If we now choose 0 < r < s such that s + r < t and s = nr for some 
positive integer n, we have 
II~(WF>ll~~ II~V(s - WIl~llFll~~ G *** 
( (JT(U(s - nr) F)Jl$*“’ IIFII$2+tU4t * “+w~“) 
< llT(F)l$!!‘“’ IIFJ(;;“‘2? 
Thus Y(F) = 0 implies T(U(s) F) = 0 for all 0 < s < t. This can now be 
extended to s = t. For let 0 < sk < t; sk T t; then Y(F)= 0 implies 
T(U(s,) F) = 0 for all sk. Since U(s) is strongly continuous on L2 and 7” is 
a contraction from L2(Q, Z(0,4/21, ,a) to #, it follows that T(U(t) F) = 
lim,+, T(U(s,) F) = 0. 1 
For each 0 < t < p/2 we can thus define a linear operator P(t) with 
domain s by P(t) T(F) = Y(U(t) F) for FE -Jt;. * 
8.3. LEMMA. (P(t)9 4p,, P/2) f orm a symmetric local semigroup (Klein 
and Landau [ 2 1 I), i.e. : 
(i) for each t, 0 < t <p/2, g is a linear subset of A? such that 
~~~~t<s,andY=U,,,,,~/,~isdensein&”; 
(ii) for each t, 0 < t Q /3/2, P(t) is a linear operator on Z with 
domain U: ; 
(iii) P(0) = I, P(s) 4k; c T;-, for 0 < s < t < /3/2, and P(t) P(s) = 
P(t + s) on g+, for t, s, t + s E [0, P/2] ; 
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(iv) P(t) is symmetric, i.e., (u, P(t) v) = (P(t) u, v) for all u, 2~ E 2;. 
ostsly2; 
(v) P(t) is weakly continuous, i.e., tf u E Yi. 0 < s <P/2. then 
(u, P(t) u) is a continuous function oft for 0 < t < s. I 
Proof: (i), (ii), (iii) are obvious from the construction. Property (v) 
follows from the strong continuity of U(t); in fact we get strong continuity 
for P(t). Property (iv) is proven as follows: let F, G E Jr, 0 < t < p/2, then 
(7‘(F), P(t) Y(G)) = (F*RU(t) G) = (F*U(-t) RG) = ((U(t) F)” RG) = 
(P(t) 7 ‘(I? Y’ ‘(G)). I! 
It now follows by a general result of Klein and Landau [21] for 
symmetric local semigroups that there exists a unique self-adjoint operator H 
on ,p such that 5$ c CS(e-‘H) and P(t) is the restriction of e-“’ to g for all 
O,<t<P/2. Moreover, if 5?=lJUOCISTUOCSCI P(s)q, where 0 < T<p/2. 
then 9 is a core for If. 
8.4. LEMMA. (i) a E g(H) and H.C2 = 0. 
(ii) If t, ,..., t,>O and z=, tj<p/2, then for all A, ,..., A,E%. 
A e-‘n-‘HA . . . e-’ H 1 A,0 E g(eetnH), and the linear span of such vectors 
is” dense iG-‘Z’. In particular, if f, ,..., f, E L”(Q, Z,,, p), t, ,..., t, > 0, 
%$7p/2, then e-tP3,,e-tn-lH e.. e-f1H3,S2=Tr(U(t,) f,U(t,-,) 1.’ 
I 
(iii)’ If A,,...,A,,B 1 ,..., B,E%+={AEili;A>O}, t ,,..., t,,s ,,..., ,,,, s >o, 
Cy:= 1 tj < p/2, Cj”= 1 Sj < p/2, then 
(e-‘“HAne-‘w-lH . . . e-‘@A,fl, e-SmHBme-Sm-IH . . . e-SIHB,,Q) > 0. 
(iv) For all A E ‘ii, 11 e-‘412’HARII = IIARII. 1 
Proof Property (i) follows from B E 14 and e- tHn = P(t) B = n. 
which is true for all 0 < t <p/2. 
(ii) Since for all 0 < t </I/2 we have that 1 Ed, 
15,(Q,r;~,p)JcJ, and U(s)u1c;c&-, for 0 <s< t, it follows that 
GE%. iii%cit-;, and P(s)~~clzc;-~ for all O<s<t<j3/2. Thus, if 
f,,...,f,EL”(Q,c,,1~>, t r ,..., t,>O, z=, tj~~l2, then 3ke-tkm1H3ke, *‘. 
e-‘lH3,0 E %(e-‘a) for k = l,..., n, and e -tflAe-tn-‘H a.. e-.‘lHx:a = 
~~(u(L>f”m-,> *** U(tl) f,). As linear combinations of vectors of the 
form ~(t,)fnWn-l) 1.. W)fi are dense in L’(Q, Z,0,W2,,,u) by the 
definition of ZO, Z,0,D/21, and U(t), and the range of Y is dense in R, it 
follows that linear combinations of vectors of the form e-t”H3,,e-‘n-‘H .*L 
e -‘l”j: ~2 are dense in SF. 
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(iii) Let f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g, E L”(Q, z,, P), ti ,..., t,, ~1 l...y s, > 03 
Cj”=, tj G/3/2, J$, sj <p/2. Then 
Since both U(t) and multiplication by a non-negative function in L” map 
non-negative functions into non-negative functions, it follows that if all 
J-1 ,***, f,, g, v-‘-P g, are 20 then the right-hand side in (8.1) is the expectation 
of a non-negative function and hence non-negative. 
(iv) Let f E L”(Q, Z,,,,B). Then YQ E @(e-@‘*jH) by (ii) and 
lle-(w2)H3f412 =II~WCa/2)f)ll'= WW2)f)*~W2)f) 
=(f*U(-P/2)RUGBI2)f)=(f*RUGB)f) 
= (f*Rf > = IP-df>llL= Il3m==9 
since U(j3) = 1 by periodicity. 1 
d. Construction of the Full Algebra 23 and Ve@ation of the KMS Con- 
dition 
We now define B to be the C*-algebra generated by UIEIR eitH%e-itH, and 
B to be the von Neumann algebra generated by UIEReitH%e-i’H. Clearly % 
is the strong closure of 9. We also define a,(c,) to be the one-parameter 
group of automorphisms of d(B) given by eiHBeeiH for B E 23(a). 
We will prove that 0 defines a state on g satisfying the KMS condition at 
inverse temperature p, relative to 6,. In particular, the state w on B defined 
by o(B) = (0, Bl2) for B E B will satisfy the KMS condition at inverse 
temperature /3 relative to al. 
For f E L”(Q, Z,, ,u), let us use the notation f(t) = U(t) J Notice 
that if f, ,..., f, E L”O(Q,Z,,p), t ,,..., t, E R, then U(t,)f, ..a U(t,) fi = 
"WJfn-Ik +4-l) *** f&n + *** tl). It now follows from (8.1) that if 
fi 9.*** f,, glY**, g, E L”(Q, z, 9 P), t, s-*3 t" 3 0, ~1 s**y 8, > 0, z= 1 tj <P/23 
E! i s, < p/2, then 
(eetfiA . . . e-tlH~fi,e--smH~m . . . epSIHglQ) 
= (JT(t. + *** +tl)A(tn + **a + t*) *-- 
x m,> kL(-%I> *** g*(-$I - *** - s2) 
x g,(-s, - *-* -s,)). 
Due to the periodicity of the process, U(/3) =I and thus (FG) = 
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(F(U(,Q G)) = ((U(-pl2) F)(U(j?/;!) G)) for all F, G E L2(Q, C, ,u). Hence 
the right-hand side of (8.2) is equal to 
(g&?/2-ss,)**- g,(pp-s,-..‘-s,) 
x jy(-(P/2-t,-.** -t*>) ***m-w -t,))) 
= (e- (L3/2-(E,+. . +s,))H g:e--~lH g’; . . . e -s,” ,I{ $kfi, 
e~(D12-(r,+‘..+t,))HJe~~~~~ . . . e-‘n Pj%-j(z). 
We have thus proved 
8.5. LEMMA. Let A, ,..., A,,, B, ,..., B, E 8, f, ,..., t,, s , ,..., s, >, 0, 
GJ=, ti < P/Z CJt 1 Sj <P/2, then 
(e -‘$A,, a.. e -*~**A,fi, eesfiB m . . . emSIHB,,Q) 
= (e- (WZ-(S~+...+~I))HBT,-~IHB: ,.. e-sm IHB*Q 
e -(~/~-(~,+...+II))HA* ,e --LIHAT .,. e -‘.-‘“A,c;). ’ 1 
Lemma 8.5 expresses an analytically continued version of the KMS 
condition. We will start from this lemma and analytically continue in the tj’S 
and sj’s to purely imaginary values and thus obtain the KMS condition on a 
dense subalgebra of 8, which will then extend to all of 9. 
Choosing t, = /3/2 - CJ:: tj, s, = ,L3/2 - Cj”=;’ sj, Lemma 8.5 gives 
A,e-‘n--lH . . . e-‘l”A,Q, 
. . . e ~“lHBIQ 
= (Bfep”lHB,* . . . e-“m-~HB$~,A~e-tlHAf . . . e-“n i*Azfl) (8.3) 
for all A ,,..., A,,B, ,..., B,E%,t, ,... ,tn-,,S1,...,Smml>O. zr;t,i<-<P/Z?. 
Cj”r,;’ Sj < P12. 
Equation (8.3) will allow the use of an induction argument as in 
Theorem 2.1. If A E 8, Al2 E g(e- (8/2)H); thus eizHA12 is norm analytic if 
0 < Im z < p/2, norm continuous if 0 < Im z Q /J/2. Proceeding precisely as 
in Theorem 2.1 (with (8.3) replacing (2.1)) we obtain 
8.6. LEMMA. Let Z,(n)={(z ,,..., _z,)EC”; Imzj>O for j=l,..., n, 
Cj”=, Imzj <F/2}. l.f (z , ,..., zJ E lo(n), then for all A,,..., A,, E % 
A eiZ.d’A ” n-1 .*. eizlHA 1 R E g(eizg), and, as a function of (z ,,..., z,,), 
eirnHAneizn-iHAn-, . . . eiL’HAl l2 is norm analytic in Z,(n), norm continuous 
on I,(n), and uniformly bounded on f,(n) by llAlIljlA211 . . . ljA,Jl. Also the 
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vector exp(-(/?/2 + iz:i ~~)ff)A,,e~~n-~~A~-~ a.. eiz@‘A1lR is norm 
analytic in lo(n - l), norm continuous on fD(n - 1). I 
Lemmas 8.5 and 8.6 give by analytic continuation that 
(e-“GA, . . . e --IfI*AIa, e-WfB m . . . e-iSlHB,Q) 
= (e- UW+Hs,t ...+s~))Hq~is$f~; . . . eism-lHg;~, 
e- (b/2 t i(l,+ ” ’ +h))ffA~eih~Af . , . e”n-lHA,*Q). 
Changing variables and writing A(t) = a,(A) = eiHAePitH gives 
([A,&) -Wdl 0, P&n) .a. B,(s,)lJ4 
= (e- (w2)H[Bm(~m) -.. B,(s,)]* Q, e-‘N2’H[An(tn) ... A,(tl)]*Q). (8.4) 
Equation (8.4) is the KMS condition 
(A*l2, B*f2) = (e- (4/2)HBQ, e-‘w2’f$fQ) (8.5) 
for A, B E 23,, where 9, is the *-algebra of finite linear combinations of 
products A,(t,) ... A,@,,), A ,,..., A,, E ‘Ii, t r,..., t, E R. Since B is the strong 
closure of ‘23 ,, , given A E B and B E 23, there exists A, E Z30 such that 
llAnll < [IA (I and A,$2 -+ Al& A,B*S1-+ AB*S;). From (8.5) with B replaced 
by A it follows that lie- (w2)HA R II = II A* 0 II < (IA )I and therefore there is a 
subsequence (also denoted by i,) such hat e-(4/2)HAn12 converges weakly 
to some vector IJI. Since ePca12jH is closed it follows that IJI = e-‘4/2’HA12. 
Thus (8.5) extends to A E 8, B E d,. Applying the same argument again 
extends (8.5) to A, B E 8. This shows that R is a KMS state on g at inverse 
temperature /3, relative to E,. 
We have thus constructed a stochastically positive KMS state. Notice that 
(8.1) (or (8.2)) imply (6.1). 
We have thus completed the construction of the desired KMS system and 
conclused the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
As a final remark, notice that Lemmas 8.4(ii) and 8.6 imply by analytic 
continuation that Q is cyclic for 8, and hence for $?. Notice also that it 
follows from the analyticity in Lemma 8.6 that q is dense in 3 for any s, 
0 < s < p/2. 
IV. PERIODIC POSITIVE SEMIGROUP STRUCTURES 
9. Semigroup Structures 
We have shown how to construct a periodic OS-positive process from a 
stochastically positive KMS system and vice versa. Both ways involved an 
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intermediate structure which is interesting on its own as it is analogous to 
the /3 = 00 (i.e., zero temperature, or ground state) case. In that case Klein 
[ 14, 16, 171 has shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
(non-periodic) OS-positive processes and positive semigroup structures 
which generalizes the correspondence between Markov processes and 
positivity preserving semigroups (e.g., Klein and Landau ] 191). 
9.1. DEFINITION. A periodic positive semigroup structure (F, H, 3, 0) 
at inverse temperature p consists of 
(i) a Hilbert space <P; 
(ii) a self-adjoint operator H on R; 
(iii) an abelian von Neumann algebra % of operators on R; 
(iv) a unit vector R E i’f”; 
such that 
(v) QEg(H) and HQ=O; 
(vi) if t i ,..., t,>O, Cyzltj</?/2, then for all A ,,..., A,E% 
A e-‘n-l”A . . . e-‘lHA ,J2 E C@(e-‘“) and the linear span of vectors of the 
f$m epfJf~,~-‘“-+‘A,-, . . . e-‘lHA, l2 is dense in 8; 
(vii) (stochastic positivity) for all A, ,..., A,, B, ,..., B, E ?i + , t, ,..., t,. 
s ,,..., s, > 0, cj”=i tj G/3/2, JJ!!, sj</3/2, then (eefnHAn ..a e-‘lHA,IZ, 
e-std’B ... e-Slf’ 
(viii; 
B,Q)>O; 
(periodicity) for all A E sli ]]e-‘4’2’HARI] = l]A01]. u 
9.2. Remark. If A E U, A is a normal operator since iTi is abelian and 
hence (l&j] = ]]A*fl]]. Thus (viii) is equivalent to 
(viii)’ lle&4’2’HARll = ]IA*Q I] for all A E 8. 
By polarization, condition (viii)’ is equivalent to 
(viii)” (e-‘D’2’HAB, e-tw2)HB12) = (B*Q, A *Q) for all A, B E ‘ii. 
This is the KMS condition, but only for the “time zero” algebra iii. 1 
Of course, the GNS representation of a stochastically positive KMS 
system gives a periodic positive semigroup structure. 
9.3. PROPOSITION. Let (8, ‘u, aI, co) be a stochastically positive KMS 
system at inverse temperature @, and let Z, H, a, R be the objects in its 
GNS representation constructed in Part I. Then (Z, H, %,Q) forms a 
periodic positive semigroup structure at inverse temperature /3. 1 
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Given a periodic positive semigroup structure (&“, ZYZ, g, 0) and a sub-C*- 
algebra ?I of fi such that the strong closure of 2I equals ‘It, it is clear that we 
can construct (23, ‘?I, at, w) such that it satisfies all the properties of a 
stochastically positive KMS system except for the KMS condition; a priori 
the KMS condition holds only in the “time zero” algebra VI. However, it will 
follow through the use of stochastic processes that the KMS property holds 
in B and hence that (23, 8, (xI, o) is a stochastically positive KMS system. In 
fact. we have 
9.4, THEOREM. Theorem 6.1 holds with “periodic positive semigroup 
structure (X, H, 8, a) at inverse temperative /I having ‘3 as a sub-C*- 
algebra of 8 such that a is the von Neumann algebra generated by W’ 
substituted for “stochastically positive KM.!? system (%3, ‘8, at, W) at inverse 
temperature P,’ and (6.1) replaced by 
G-wt,) -*UX,,)) 




k+2 “’ e 
--(tn--In-I)ffAnQ) 
for all A, ,..., A,E’U,--P/2~t,~t,~...~tk~O~tk+,~...~t,~8/2. 1 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that for Theorem 6.1, using (9.1) 
instead of (6.1). In fact the construction of the stochastic process in Section 
7 only used the fact that (Z, H, %,a) in the GNS representation of the 
stochastically positive KMS system forms a periodic positive semigroup 
structure. Notice that all that was needed from the KMS condition was the 
domain properties (Definition 9.1 (vi)) ahd the KMS condition for the 
abelian sub-C*-algebra ‘u (Definition 9,1 (viii)). Actually Definition 9.1 (viii) 
is the property used to prove the periodicity of the process. m 
Considering Theorems 9.4 and 6.1 we get 
9.5. COROLLARY. Let (X, H, ‘(i, 0) be a periodic positive semigroup 
structure at inverse temperature /3, and let ‘u be a sub-F-algebra of ?i 
having % as its strong closure. Let 8 be the C*-algebra generated by 
U tER eitH21e-itH, a, the one-parameter group of automorphisms of 23 defined 
by a,(B) = ertHBe-itH for B E 23, and co the state on ‘23 defined by 
w(B) = (8, BJ?) for B E 93. Then (d,8, a,, o) forms a stochastically positive 
KMS system at inverse temperature /I. 1 
9.6. Remark. Theorems 6.1 and 9.4, Corollary 9.5, and Proposition 9.3 
give us a one-to-one correspondence among stochastically positive KMS 
systems, periodic positive semigroup structures, and periodic OS-positive 
stochastic processes. 1 
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V. THE TWO-SIDED MARKOV PROPERTY FOR SEMICIRCLES 
10. The Two-sided Markov Property 
Recall that if a stochastic process is periodic with period /3 it can be 
considered as indexed by the circle S, of length /3. As before, given a 
stochastic process (XZ}rpso we will denote by .E, the u-algebra generated by 
(X, ; r E I}, and by C, the corresponding conditional expectation ; here 
I c S, . We will parametrize S, by [-p/2, /I/2 ] with the endpoints identified. 
and we will say that [--p/Z, p/2 ] is wrapped around S, in the counter- 
clockwise direction. Given r, s E [--/I/2,/?/2], we will denote by [r, s] the 
closed interval in S, from r to s in the counterclockwise direction. Thus 
Is, r 1 is the closure of S,\l r, s I. 
10.1. DEFINITION. The stochastic process {X, JrEs satisfies the two-sided 
Markov property for semicircles if for all t E I-p/2, b/2] E,,.+o;z,r,E,,,,+az, = 
E ,l,,+B,,Z,. i.e., if the u-algebras C,t,r+Mlzl and C,I+M,2.t, are independent given 
c It.rt8izl. 
Notlce that if the process is stationary it suffices to consider the semicircle 
IO. /J/2 1, i.e., the two-sided Markov property for semicircles reduces to 
the two-sided Markov property for the semicircle p, P/2 ] : 
E lo,iV2l~~--0/2.01 =EIo,!3,2I~ 
11. A Cyclicity Condition 
11.1. PROPOSITION. Let (Xr}TEso be a symmetric stochastic process 
indexed by S,. Then the process satisfies the two-sided Markov property for 
the semicircle [0, p/2] if and only if E,o,4/21 RE,o,4,2, = E,,,Wl,, . 
In particular, the two-sided Markov property for the semicircle [0,/?/Z\ 
implies OS-positivity on S,. I 
Proof: Eto,n121 RE [0,4i21 =Elo,w,E,-w,o$ As E,om,R =RE,o,,2, = 
E ,o,iv2, by Theorem 5.1(v), the main part of the proposition follows. To 
finish the proof just notice that E,o,n12, >O on L.* as it is a conditional 
expectation. I 
We can now characterize those stochastic processes associated with KMS 
systems that have the two-sided Markov property on semicircles. 
11.2. THEOREM. Let 1X,},,&, be the periodic OS-positive stochastic 
process (i.e., satisfying all the conditions in Theorem 6.1) associated to the 
stochastically positive KMS system (b, ?I, a,, o) at inverse temperature p. 
Then the process satisfies the two-sided Markov property for semicircles if 
and only if the linear span of {Ae-N2HBQ; A, B E ?I} is dense in F. 1 
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Proof. We start by noticing that T = E,o,4/2,REIo,4,21 is the identity on 
L’(Q, &3/*, 9 Pu>* As the inner product on Z agrees with the L2 inner 
product in L’(Q, ~,o,4/21, ~1, we can consider the latter as a subspace of Z. 
Proposition 11.1 says that the two-sided Markov property on semicircles 
holds if and only if ??‘- = E,0,4/21, i.e., if and only if Z= L’(Q, EI0,W2) ,,a). 
On the other hand, if A, B E 2I, then Ac’~*‘~BG! = Y(A(X,,) B(X,,)). 
As linear combinations of vectors of the form ,4(X,,) B(X,,), with A, B E ‘u, 
are dense in L’(Q, Z(,,4/2),~), the theorem follows. 1 
Theorem 11.2 can be reformulated as a cyclicity condition for D with 
respect to a certain abelian C*-algebra, similar to the characterization given 
by Klein [ 161 in the /I = co case. To do so, let us first notice that not only 
RE, = E,, but also RE,, = E,, and RE,,,,,, = E1,,4/21, and furthermore 
U@/2) = U(-/I/2). Notice that Lp(Q, ED,, , p) = U(J?/2) L”(Q, E,, ,n) for 
1 < p < co, and that Z,,,w2, is the a-algebra generated by Z,, U Z,, . The 
same proof as in Lemma 8.1 gives: 
11.3. LEMMA. For f E L’YQ, &,,wz, 3 ~17 3TCF> =F(fF) for 
FE L’(Q, C10,w21,,u) defines a bounded operator $ on A?+ such that 
II311 = Ilfll,. Furthermore, and 
9$x,2 = (3; 
%o,N2l = Lkf E L”(Q, ~,o,,2,~~)l 
f E L”(Q, 43,274 are abelian von Neumann algebras of 
operators on A? having R as a separating vector, and B,,,W2r is the von 
Neumann algebra generated by ?8 U iii,,. In particular iii and ZTi,, 
commute. I 
Recall that A t--+,4(X,) gives a faithful representation of ‘u as a strongly 
dense sub-C*-algebra of L”(Q, &, ,u) ;’ it follows that A I+ A(X,,) = 
U@/2)A(X,) gives a faithful representation of 2I as a strongly dense sub-C*- 
algebra of L”(Q, Zw2, .B). Let U,, = {A(X,,)-; A E VI}, then U,, is a 
faithful representation of 2I and %,, is the strong closure of ‘I[,,. If we now 
define ~~o,w2~ as the C*-algebra generated by ‘UU ‘u,,, then ?I,,,,,, is a 
strongly dense abelian sub-C*-algebra of ili,0,4/21. 
The two-sided Markov property for semicircles has a natural charac- 
terization in terms of 21t0,w2,. 
11.4. THEOREM. Let {X,},,, be the stochastic process associated to the 
stochastically positive KMS system (23, ‘I[, a,, w) at inverse temperature B by 
Theorem 6.1. Then the process satisfies the two-sided Markov property for 
semicircles I$ and only tf n is a cyclic vector for 91,0,4/2,. 1 
Proof It follows immediately from Theorem 11.2 since 
%211,,B = {Ae- (8/2)HBfi;;A, B E VI}. 1 
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VI. TOMITA-TAKESAKI THEOREM 
12. The Modular Conjugation Operator J 
Let !UI be a von Neumann algebra of operators on a Hilbert space having 
‘iv as a cyclic and separating vector, and let !UI’ be the commutant of W. The 
Tomita-Takesaki theory (e.g., van Daele [5], Araki 141) states that the 
operator S defined by SMY = M*Y for ME %JI has a closure 3, and if 
g = JA ‘I’ is its polar decomposition, then J is an antiunitary involution, A is 
a strictly positive self-adjoint operator, J!JJIJ = YJI’, and A”WA-” = 9JI for all 
t E IF?. A is called the modular operator, and J the modular conjugation 
operator. Furthermore, if we define the one-parameter group y( of 
automorphisms of W by y,(M) = d -iq0!IRAiU4 for M E !UI and t E R, then the 
state defined on YJI by Y satisfies the KMS condition on !UI at inverse 
temperature p, relative to yI. 
For a stochastically positive KMS system we will relate the objects of the 
Tomita-Takesaki theory to objects of the associated stochastic process and 
prove directly the statements of the Tomita-Takesaki theory. 
So let (B. ‘3, OL,, w) be a stochastically positive KMS system at inverse 
temperature p, and let 3, !& %, &!, H, E,, etc., be the objects in its GNS 
representation as in Part 1. Then g is a von Neumann algebra of operators 
on I having R as a cyclic and separating vector. We will develop the 
Tomita-Takesaki theory for $!I and .R; more precisely, we will construct 
explicitly the modular operators J and A, prove that J%?J= %‘I’ and 
A’%A i’ = 8, and identify the cornmutant 8’. 
Now let {XIJI,,., be the stochastic process associated with (B, 3, a(, w) by 
Theorem 6.1, and let (Q, C, ,B), U(t), R, Y”‘, etc., be as before. It follows from 
the construction in Section 8 that any linear or antilinear operator on 
L’(Qv &w, 3 PU> that commutes with 7“ defines in a canonical way a linear 
or antilinear operator on RO. If we look at the geometry of the stochastic 
process, there is a natural such operator: reflection about t = p/4. Let R,, 
be defined by 
R.,W,, ,...> 4) =6X,,- t,....J~:2-J 
for t, ,..., t, E R, F a bounded measurable function on K”, n = 1,2,.... As the 
process is both stationary and symmetric, R,, extends to an automorphism 
of L”(Q, C,p) and to an isometry on Lp(Q, E,,u) for 1 & p < co; in fact 
R,, = U(p/4) RU(-b/4) (cf. Theorem 5.1). Clearly R,, commutes with 
E [O%Wl and hence leaves L’(Q, C,O,~/zl, ,u) invariant. Furthermore, 
Rii, = ‘3 R,,E, = E,,R,,, RR,, = U(-P/2), and R,,R = U(/I/2). Since 
U(p/2) = U(-/I/2) by the periodicity, R,, commutes with R and hence also 
with 7’ ‘. 
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We now define the antiunitary operator J7 on L’(Q, C,P) by 
YF = (R4,4F)*. Clearly X2 = I. As complex conjugation commutes with all 
conditional expectations and with U(t) and R, X leaves L”(Q, ztO,wz, ,,u) 
invariant and commutes with Y. We can thus define an antilinear operator J 
on z0 by E?(F) = Y(XF). Moreover, 
(Jy(F), m(G)) 
= ((R-Y-F)* 3-G) = ((RR.,F)(R.,G)*) 
= @0/A* (R,JW) = (G*(W) = (r(G), y(F)) 
for all F, G E L’(Q, ~cIo,w21, P>. Thus J extends to an antiunitary operator 
(also called J) on &F such that J* = I. 
Let us now compute the action of J on %X2. So let f, ,..., f,, E 
L”(Q, &,, PU), t , ,..., t, > 0 with CJ’=, tj G/?/2. Then 
=exp (-(~-~~~j)H)f:e’lH~*...e-‘n-lHfin, 
where we used Lemma 8.4 and the notation U(s) f = f(s). By analytic 
continuation (Lemma 8.6), (12.1) yields 
J$“A 
n . . . eitlH/f Q 1 
=e -(b/*)f’exp (is, I,H)A:ePitlHA: **a e-itn~1HA~12, (12.2) 
for all A, ,..., A, E ‘u, t, ,..., t, E R. Notice that we used the fact that J is 
antilinear. By changing variables and using the notation A(t) = eitHAePitH, 
(12.2) can be rewritten as 
JA .k > a-- A,(t,)R=e-‘412’HA:(fl) ..-Ac(t,)Q 
for all A, ,..., A,, E !!I, t, ,..., rn E IR. 
Thus 
JBQ = e-  Cfi/z)HB*fi for BEB,, (12.3) 
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where B3,, is the *-algebra of finite linear combinations of products 
AtAt,) . . . A r (t, ) with A 1 ,..., A,, E 8. 
We will now extend (12.3) to ‘8. Recall that fl is also cyclic and 
separating for the cornmutant 23’ of 8. Since B is the strong closure of B3,, 
for any B E % we can find B, E %JO such that B,R + BR and // B,,ll Q //B/I 
(Kaplansky’s density theorem). Then for any CE !8’, (CQ, B,*R) = 
(CB,Q, a)-+ (CBO, 0) = (CO, B*R). Since %‘R is dense in .X and 
/I II: nil < /I B /I, it follows that Bzf2 + B*SZ weakly. Thus B,Q -t BR and 
e “‘*‘” B,,L? + JB*R weakly from (12.3). Since e-~ (u*‘~ is closed, it follows 
that 
e’ -b/*)HBQ = JB”Q for all B E 8. (12.4) 
12.1. THEOREM. The antilinear operator S defined on &2 bJ 
SBR = B”L2 for B E (li is closable, and s= Je’-w2’H. Thus A = e-&t’ is the 
modular operator of the Tomita-Takesaki theory for !8 and a, and J is the 
modular conjugation operator. In particular, A’%A-” = ‘8 for all t E R. 8 
In view of (12.3) the theorem follows from 
12.2. LEMMA. Bin is a core for e-‘w2’H. I 
Proof Let h E GQiR), the set of infinitely differentiable functions on If; 
with compact support, and let t;<t) = s h(k) e-tk’dk be its Fourier transform. 
Then for any A E g, A(h) = j”@t) A(t) dt E B (A(t) = eitHAe-ia’) since g is 
strongly closed. Furthermore, for any s E iR eiSHA(h) 0 = A(hetsk) $2. As h 
has compact support, it follows that for any infinitely differentiable function 
g on R we have hgE G?(lR) and g(H)A(h)Q = A(hg)Q. Again using the 
fact that h has compact support we can conclude that A(h)R is an entire 
analytic vector for g(H). 
Thus if we let G? = (A(h)R; A E !8 and h E g(R)}, then G? is a dense 
subset of %Q (and hence of &?) consisting of analytic vectors for g(H) that 
g(H) 9’ c 9. By Nelson’s analytic vectors theorem !Z9 is a core for g(H). 
Since %ia c Y(e-(M2’H), we conclude that ‘&2 is a core for e -(N2u’. 1 
We also have 
12.3. PROPOSITION. JeitHJ= eifH for all t E R. Thus JHJ= - H and 
JdH) J = d--H)* f or any Baire measurable function q on R. I 
Proof From (12.4), 
JdtHB12 = JB(t) R = e--cN2)HB*(t) R 
=e itHe-CN*)Hg*~ = eitH JBQ 
for all B E $?. Thus JeitHJ= eitH. 
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Since J is antilinear, we can conclude that JHJ= - H and 
J&H) J = q(-H)“. 1 
13. The Commutant 23’ 
To complete the proof of the basic statements of the Tomita-Take&i 
theory for B and R we must now show that J%J= 8’. We will do so by 
constructing a von Neumann algebra $3 from the stochastic process and 
proving that fiJ= 9 and 8 = 23’. 
The basic idea is that SLoo(Q, Z,, ,D) Y = L”(Q, .?Y,, , ,u), and hence 
JsiiJ = 8,, (defined in Section 11). We will start from 9 = Bi,, and construct 
9 in the same way that ‘$? was constructed from a in Section 8. 
So let fi, = L’(Q, CLf,8/21, PU) for 0 < t <p/2, and let @ = Y(&,) for 
O< t <b/2 (cf., M,,q in Section 8). Notice that if FEaf and O<s < t, 
then U(-s) F E fit-,. Similarly to the construction of P(t) in Section 8, we 
can define a linear operator a(t) with domain -$ by 
P(t) Y(F) = T(U(-t) F) for FE Gt, 0 < t < /3/2. As in Lemma 8.3, 
(&>, q 3 P/2) f orm a symmetric local semigroup, and hence there exists a 
unique self-adjoint operator fl on R such that e c g(e-“‘) and p(t) is the 
restriction of e-” toefor allO<t<P/2. 
From the definitions of Y and J, it follows that fi, = Y-M,, % = Jq. 
Moreover, since Y-U(t) X = U(-t), we have that p(t) = JP(t) J on q. Thus 
e -lH = JeefHJ on e. But by Proposition 12.3, JePtHJ= e’“. Hence by the 
uniqueness of the self-adjoint generator of a symmetric local semigroup 
(Klein and Landau [21]) we must have fi = -H and p(t) = efH on 4”;. 
We now define !$ to be the von Neumann algebra generated by U,,, 
e + Qeifn ; clearly $? = JBJ. If C;,(C) = e-ifHCeifH for C E 9, then bf is a 
one-parameter group of automorphisms of 9. 
Notice that there is complete symmetry between 3 and a, 9 and 8, P(t) 
and P(t), these being related by the antiunitary involution J. Notice also that 
JQ = R. In the associated stochastic process, in one case we began with the 
Z, u-algebra and translated in the direction of increasing t, in the other 
case we began with the E,, u-algebra and translated in the direction of 
decreasing t. 
In particular, !&2 E G9(e-‘4/2)H) and 
e-(w2’HCf2 = JC*,Q for all C E %. (13.1) 
It follows that 0 defines a state on B which satisfies the KMS condition at 
inverse temperature /3, relative to Bf. We thus have 
13.1. PROPOSITION. ($3, (a, Sf, f2) forms a stochastically positive KMS 
system at inverse temperature p. Furthermore, {X,,,-, }feR is the associated 
stochastic process. 1 
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We will now start the proof that 8’ = $3. Clearly 9 commutes with U by 
the construction from the stochastic process, but it is surprising that 
&tH ae- itH commutes with 8. 
13.2. LEMMA. $l c 93’. I 
Then, if 0 < t < s (with the notation g(-t) = U(-t) g), 
3&t) EP(t) P”(F) = F(fU(-t) gU(t) F) = F(fg(-t) F) 
= F( g(-t) fF) = 7 ‘(U(-t) gU(t) j-F) 
= P(t) gP(t) 37“(F). 
That is, 
AdHCepfHTr(F) = etHCe-‘“AT ‘(F) 
forallAEiii,CE~,FE.~,O~t~s~P/2. 
Provided that we may analytically continue (13.2) we obtain 
Ae-“HCe”H~/(~) = e-“HCeitHAP ‘(F) 
for all AE%, CE8, tE R, FEd, O<s</?/2. 
(13.2) 
(13.3) 
We will now prove the required analyticity in (13.2) for 2: -(F) of the form 
A nt I eefnHA, ..a e-‘IHA,Q, with A, ,..., A,,, E 8, t ,7***3 t, > O, CJ:: 1 t,j < s. 
Notice that linear combinations of such vectors are dense in SF, and hence 
(13.3) for such F(F) will imply 
IA, e-ilH CeitH] = 0 for all A E a, C E ‘8, t E R. 
If C E %. then C =JB.J for some B E a. Hence 
(13.4) 
etHCe-t”A,+,e~~‘“HAn .., ep’lHA,,Q 
= Je-‘HJJBJe-‘HAn+,ep’@An .*a e-‘IHA,f2 
-f-- 
where we used (12.1). By Theorem 2.1 the right-hand side of (13.5) can be 
analytically continued in t to 
JeitHBe-“H exp (- (f-i, t,j) H) A:e-‘l” ... e-‘#A,*+,Q 
= JeitHBe-itHJA.+,e-‘“HAn . . . e-‘lHA,Q 
- =e itff JB JeitHA e - tnH ntl A,, ... e-‘lHA,O 
=e -ifH&tHAn+,e-f”HAn . . . e-‘lHA,R. 
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Thus (13.2) implies (13.3) which implies (13.4). Therefore ‘u commutes 
with e -i’“$IeiH for all t E R. It now follows from the definition of B and % 
that they commute. 1 
13.3. LEMMA. .lFJ'fi ~~(e-~~*"') and e-‘“2’HJCf2 = CW for all 
CEW. I 
Proof. Let C E 23’, then for all B E %I 
(e-(4/2)HBf2, JCQ) = (CL!, Je-‘N2’HBS2) 
= (CO, B*R) = (Bf2, c*Lq, 
where we used the antiunitarity of J and (12.4). Since %2 is a core for 
e--(4’2)H (Lemma 12.2), it follows that JCL! E &V(e-‘4’2’H) and 
e-‘W2)HJCf2 = C*R. 1 
13.4. THEOREM. !I?=!& 1 
Proo$ Since 9 c ‘W, it suffices to prove that 23’ c 8 = (B’)‘, i.e., that 
for all C E W, D E ‘&, [C, D] = 0. 
By an argument in Landau [22], it suffices to prove that 
(fl, [C, D] a> = 0 for all C E b’, D E 6’. (13.6) 
Indeed, let A, B E 8, C E W, D E ‘&, then 
(Aa, [C, D] Bi2) = (0, [A *CB, D] 0) = 0 (13.7) 
by (13.6), since A*CB E ‘23’ as 9 c 8’. Since R is cyclic for @, (13.7) 
implies that [C, D] = 0. 
Thus we must only prove (13.6). To do so, notice that given C E W, 
JCJ2 E GZ(e- (4/2)H by Lemma 13.3. Since J&J = ‘80 is a core for e-(4’2’H )
(Lemma 12.2), there exists C, E 9 such that JC, A + JCL2 and 
0+e--(W2)” JCQ. Thus C,*Q+ C*R by Lemma 13.3. Hence if 
(Q, [C, D] a> = /ii (fi, [C,, D] 0) = 0, 
which is (13.6). 1 
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VII. PERTURBATIONS OF STOCHASTICALLY 
POSITIVE KMS SYSTEMS 
14. OS-Positive Kernels 
Let (‘3, ‘I[, al, w) be a stochastically positive KMS system at inverse 
temperature ,LI, and let IX,},., be the associated stochastic process 
(Theorem 6.1); ,P, H, .R, U(t), R, (Q, I=,p), etc., being as before. We are 
going to construct new stochastically positive KMS systems by changing the 
measure on the underlying probability space of the stochastic process in such 
a way that the new stochastic process still satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 6.1. 
14.1. DEFINITION. A measurable function F on (Q. C,pu) will be called 
an OS-positive kernel if 
(i) F > 0 ,a - a.e. ; 
(ii) FE: L’(Q, &PU> 
(iii) F is translation invariant, i.e., U(t) F = F for all t E 6’; 
(iv) F = Cl=., GT(RGi), where G, E L’(Q, Z,0,0,21. ,B) and GT(RG,) E 
L’(Q,C,p) for i= l,..., n. 1 
Given an OS-positive kernel F, we define the probability measure ,uF on 
(Q, C) by dp, = Fdp/.fFdp. We will denote the expectation with respect to ,u,. 
by ( jr: 
j-4 (GF) (G), = [ Gdp, = x = -. 
(F) 
Let us now define the stochastic process {X,,,},,;, having (Q, C, ,uF) as the 
underlying probability space by X,,, = X, for all t E R as a measurable 
function on (Q, C) with values in K, the spectrum of ?I. 
14.2. PROPOSITION. (X,,,},,,, is a stochastic process with values in the 
spectrum of 3, which is periodic with period p, stationary, symmetric, weakly 
stochastically continuous, faithful, and OS-positive on S,. 1 
Proof. The periodicity follows from the periodicity of IX,},,,. 
Stationarity follows from the translation invariance of F (Definition 14.1 (ii)). 
Symmetry follows from the fact that F is reflection invariant: RF = R; that 
follows from (iv) and the fact that F is real by (i). The weak stochastic 
continuity follows from the fact that pF is absolutely continuous with respect 
to ,u. Faithfulness follows from (i). OS-positivity on S, follows from (iv). 
since if G is measurable with respect to ,!5,0,0iz,r G*(RG) EL’. and 
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L E L”(Q, Z,O,~,olzl,~), then (L*(RL) G*(RG)) = ((LG)* (RLG)) > 0 by the 
OS-positivity of the original process. 1 
Combining this with Theorem 6.1 we have 
14.3. THEOREM. Let F be an OS-positive kernel. Then there exists a 
unique stochastically positive KMS system (d,, ‘3, CZ~,~, w,) having {X,,,},,, 
as the associated stochastic process. 1 
The typical example of an OS-positive kernel is F = exp(-J’!k, V(X,) dt), 
where V is a self-adjoint operator on Z affiliated with the von Neumann 
algebra 8 satisfying some additional conditions so that (!& V(X,) dt is well 
defined and exp(-J4/&, V(X,) dt) E L’. Recalling the discussion in Section 7, 
‘$I E LW(K, dv), where K is the spectrum of ‘u and v is the probability 
measure induced on K by the state w. Under this identification V is given by 
a real Baire measurable function on K. If VE L’(K, dv), then I’!‘,, V(X,) dt 
is well defined and in L’(Q, C, p) (e.g., Klein and Landau [ 19; 
Lemma 3.l(ii)]). Under additional hypotheses (e.g., Va 0, or V E L”, or 
e-4v E L’) exp(-14/&, V(X,) dt) E L’(Q, Z,p) and it is easy to see that it 
satisfies all the requirements for an OS-positive kernel. The new KMS 
system constructed from such a kernel will be studied in detail in Section 16. 
14.4. Remark. If in Definition 14.1 we relax condition (i) and only 
require that F > 0 p - a.e. and that F is not identically zero, we can still 
obtain the same conclusions with slight modifications. Proposition 14.2 still 
holds except that the process {X,,,},,, is not necessarily faithful. We may 
then use Remark 6.2 to obtain a stochastically positive KMS system 
(% ‘UP9 %,f 3 %I from bG.fltcR~ where ?I, is a C*-algebra representation 
of ?I. I 
15. The Feynman-Kac-Nelson Formula 
If we wish to identify the new KMS system as the system for a perturbed 
Hamiltonian, it is useful to construct the new KMS state as a vector R, in 
the original Hilbert space Z’. For this purpose it is necessary to give the OS- 
positive kernel additional structure. 
15.1. DEFINITION (cf., Klein and Landau [19, Definition 2.21). A 
periodic Feynman-Kac-Nelson (FKN) kernel with period /I is a family 
(Fro,*,} of real measurable functions FIo.61 on (Q, Z,,u) for all a, b E IF? with 
0 < b - a < /3, such that for all a, b E (R, 0 < b - a < /3, 
(i) Flo,bI > 0 ,u - a.e. ; 
(ii) F,a,bI E L'tQ, &OI, PU) and is continuous in L’ as a function of 
b; 
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(iii) F,o,b,F,b.cl =F!,,,, if u <b <c,c--a <P: 
(iv) U(s)F [a.61 =Flo+s,b+S] for a11 s E ‘: 
(v) RF,,,b, =F,-b, -a,* u 
Clearly F = F, -4,2, 1),2, is an OS-positive kernel; let {X,.,},,,< be the 
stochastic process constructed in Section 14 for this OS-positive kernel. 
The typical example of an FKN kernel is Floqb, = exp(-Jf: V(X,) dt) and 
will be treated in detail in the next section. 
Given an FKN kernel {F,a,b,} we will use the Feynman-Kac-Nelson 
formula to construct a new symmetric local semigroup on R. To do so, we 
will let UF(t) = F,o,t, U(t) for 0 < t G/3/2 and we will define PF(t) by 
PF(t) 3 ‘(G) = F(U,(t) G). We have, however, domain problems since FIo,t, 
is only assumed to be in L’ ; a priori UF(t) is only defined as an operator on 
L’(Q, Z PU> having LYQ, GPU) as its domain. But we will take advantage of 
the special properties of an FKN kernel to extend the domain of U,(t). 
Let i, be the linear span of Uocssol:-tF,o.,,L~~Q.c,,,,,,-.,,.~), for 
0 < t < p/2. Then we have 
15.2. LEMMA. (i) For each t, 0 < t G/?/2> L 4; is a linear subset oj‘ 
L'(Q, J&w,~~u) such that.N~zCN~ift<s and.+‘= Uo<,C!wzA,‘i~ dense in 
L'(Q, &.nlz, 3 P>. 
(ii) For each t, 0 < t </I/2, UF(t) = F,,,,,U(t) is a linear operator on 
L'(Q. &gjz, 3 PU> with domain -<. Furthermore, U,.(O) = I, U,.(s). 4;’ c S ‘p,‘ ( 
for 0 Q s < t </I/2, and UF(t) U,(s) = UF(t + s) on C.p,‘+, for 
t,s,t+sE [0,/3/2]. 
(iii) Let O<ti</?/2,GiEJY;1,i= 1,2. Then ((R/G,/)/Gz/)< 03. rf 
afso 0 < t < ti, i = 1, 2., then (@U,(t) G,)” G2) = ((RG,)* (UF(t) G2)). 
(iv) If 0 < s G/?/2, G EMS, then ((RG)” U,(t) G) is a continuous 
function qf t for 0 < t < s. I 
ProojI (i) The density of ,&^ follows from the fact that 
L”(Q. Z,o.D,2 -t,, ,a) c -4; for 0 < t < P/2, and that Uo<t(w/z L"(Q, 
C,o,b,2-I,.p) is dense in L’(Q, C ,o,D,z,r~) by the weak stochastic continuity 
of K I,,’ * 
(ii) Let O<s<t<P/2, 0 < r <p/2 - t, G E Lm(Q, Z,o,W/2-r,, pu). 
Then brI G E -,+; and 
u,-(s) F,,,,, G = F,o.s, u(s) Fw, G 
= F,o,s,F,s.r+s, u(s) G =F,o.r+.~, W)G, 
which is in . tip, as U(S) G E Lao(Q,C,o.4,2-(l-T),.~) and r+ s < 
p/2 - (t - s). 
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To show that UF(t) U,(s) = UF(t + s) on 4+s, just notice that 
(iii) Let O<si<P/2-ti, Gi=FtO,silLi, where Li~Lrn(Q,C~~,~~-~,~~~), 
i = 1, 2. Then 1 Gil = Fto,sil IL, 1, and 
since LiE L”O, i= 1, 2, and FI-s,,s21 E L’. Thus, if 0 < t < ti, i= 1,2, with 
G,,G, as above, ((RIU,(t)G,I)IG,I) < co, and 
CPU,(t) G, >* G, > = @&o,,, u(t) G, I* G, > 
= W-o, V-4 RG, I* G, > 
= (W, I* (u(t) Lo, G,)) 
= (W, >* (%r, u(t) Gz)) 
= (W,)* VFW GA). 
(iv) If O<t<s<PP, O<r<P/2-s, G = F,o,r,L, with 
L E LYQ, ~cIo,4/2-sl, P), then 
(VW* U&l G) = @~,o,&)* (4~ u(t) F,,,,,L)) 
= ((=I* F[-r,,,,] WLL 
which is continuous in t for 0 < t < s since F,-,,,+,l is continuous in L’ as a 
function of t, L E Lm, 11 U(t) L IJa, = I( L /loo, and U(t) is strongly continuous 
on L’. I 
Let us now recall from Section 8 that Y = ~??t,,~~lREt~,~~~, 
& = T(L’(Q, Z to,lvzl, P), and that Z is the Hilbert space completion of Z0 
in the inner product (Y(G,), Y(G2)) = ((RG,)* G2). But 7 is also defined 
as an operator on L’(Q, Z,o,N21,p), so let us define baq = 
P’-(G); G E L’(Q, &,m, 3 cr) and ((RIGI)IGI) < cx,}. Clearly 4 c&;, the 
inner product (Y(Gi), Y(G*)) = ((RG,)” G,) can be exended to &, and 
X0 is dense in 3 in this inner product. Thus 3 can be identified with the 
completion of 4, and Z0 c 4 c AY. 
Now let Q*=Y(Jt;) for O< t G/3/2; by Lemma 15.2(iii), Qt;c. We 
now define PF(t) as the linear operator on 3 with domain 9t such that 
PF(t) Y(G) = T(U,(t) G) for all G E 4. To justify this definition we must 
show that if GE& and F(G) = 0, then T(U,(t) G) = 0. In view of 
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Lemma 15.2, this can be done in almost the same way as in Lemma 8.2, the 
only difference being that we must keep track of all terms since we do not 
have a uniform bound for the extra terms in the key inequality in the proof. 
But we have only a finite number of such terms, so it does not matter. 
Thus Lemma 15.2 gives 
15.3. LEMMA. (P&)3 gr- P/2) f orm a symmetric local semigroup on 
Y. I 
Thus there exists a unique self-adjoint operator Hb on P such that 
P’, c Q’(e- IHf) and PF(t) is the restriction of e mtN/ to 9, for all 0 < t < /I/2 
(Klein and Landau [ 21 I). 
We will now compute the GNS representation of the perturbed KMS 
system (BF, ‘u, (xF,*, wF) explicitly in the unperturbed Hilbert space Z Let 
0 < t, < t, < . . . < t, < p/2, A, ,..., A, E ‘II. Then 
Thus, if -/I/2 <t, < . . . < tj < O< tj+, < . . . <t, G/3/2, A ,,.... A,, E VI, then 
where we used (15.1). 
Had we started from {X,,,),,, and reconstructed the Hilbert space and the 
semigroup directly as in Section 8, we would have gotten (7.8), and hence 
the expectation in the left-hand side of (15.2) would be equal to an inner 
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product of vectors which are the restriction of analytic vectors (Lemma 8.6). 
Thus we can define a unitary map from the vectors in the right-hand side of 
(15.2) to these analytic vectors, and using a similar argument to that in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, we can then analytically continue (15.2) to imaginary 
values of the tj’s to obtain 
%@F,f,(4) **- %,,“(A.)) 
= ce- (4/2)HFf2,Al(tl)F e-S A&,), e-cw2’HFQ) 
Ile- (w2’HFQ II2 
3 (15.3) 
where A(t), = eitHFAeeirHF, for all A, ,..., A, E ‘8, t, ,..., t, E R. 
Formula (15.3) expresses the perturbed KMS state in terms of vectors and 
operators in the unperturbed Hilbert space A? The unit vector 
Q, = e-@“‘“Ffl/ll e-@‘*“‘~RII represents the perturbed KMS state in A?. 
Let us now define 8, to be the C*-algebra generated by Al(t,)F ... A&,),, 
A I,..., A,, E ‘u, t, ,..., ,, t E IF?, #F = BFQIZF. Then *F, 9,, 3, Q, are the objects 
of the GNS representation of the perturbed KMS system. However, although 
the perturbed KMS state is invariant under time evolution, 0, is not 
invariant under eilHF. In order to complete the construction of the GNS 
representation of the perturbed KMS system we must redefine HF as E-1, so 
that eirfiFQ F = QF. But this is as in the abstract construction of a GNS 
representation. We define p(t) by 
p(t) BR, = ei@‘FBe-iHFR, = a,,,(B) 0, 
for B E BF. Notice 
II wwl12 = (Q F, a,,,(B*B) Q,) = (Q,, B*Bn,) = IIB.Q,ll’. 
This, together with p(t,) p(t,) = p(tl + t2) implies that p(t) can be extended 
to a unitary one-parameter group on pF. The strong continuity of p(t) 
follows from the continuity in the KMS condition. Hence by Stone’s theorem 
there exists a unique self-adjoint operator fiF on pF such that p(t) = eiffiF. 
,&, 8,, U, fiF, QF are the objects in the GNS representation of 
P&9 37 %,fT %I* 
15.4. Remark. If F,0,W21 is m L2, it follows that the vectors 
4(X,,) . . . A,,(X,J with A, ,..., A,E’U,t, ,..., t,E [0,,8/2], n= I,2 ,..., are in 
L2. Since Flo,8/21 > 0 ~1 - a.e., they form a total set in L’(Q, &,8/21,,u). 
Therefore the vectors e-‘IHpAI -a+ e-‘fiFAni2 = T(A, (X,) --a A(Xtn)FLo,W21) 
form a total set in Z. By analyticity it follows that the vectors 
Al(b), ..+ A,(t,,),L! form a total set in A?‘. Thus in case F,,.,,, EL* we 
have that RF =A? 1 
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16. FKN Kernels of the Form exp (-If: V(X,) dt) 
Let V be a self-adjoint operator on 2’ affiliated with the von Neumann 
algebra sli. Under the identifivation % z Lm(K, dv), where K is the spectrum 
of Yl and v is the probability measure induced on K by the state w (cf. 
Section 7) V is represented by a real Baire measurable function (which we 
also denote by v) on K. If V E L’(K, dv) then V(X,) E L’(Q, Z,,,~) and 
,I‘: V(X,) dt is well defined and in L’(Q, Z,o,61, P) for all a, b E R (e.g., Klein 
and Landau [ 19, Lemma 3.2(ii)]). We define 
F la,bl = exp (- (.h VW,) dt) (16.1) 
\ -’ a / 
for all a,bE R with O<b-a</3. 
16.1. PROPOSITION. Let V and eC4” E L’(K, dv). Then (F,o,b, } defined 
by (16.1) is a periodic FKN kernel with period /3. g 
Proof e-O” E L’ implies eCsV EL’ for O<S<g. Thus, ifa,bER with 
0 < b - a <p, then by Klein and Landau [ 19, Theorem 6.2(i)], 
/iexp (-i,” V(X,)dt)ii, <Ile-(b-a)Ylj, < co. 
All the other properties of an FKN kernel follow immediately, except for the 
continuity of F,a.bI in L’ as a function of b. But this can be proven as in 
Klein and Landau [ 19; Theorem 6.3(i), with Theorem 6.2(ii) replaced by 
Theorem 6.2(i) in the proof]. 1 
Let (Bv, 3, av,t, wy) be the stochastically positive KMS system 
constructed in Theorem 14.3 for the OS-positive kernel exp(-!‘!i,2 V(X,) dt), 
and let f.,fv(t), P,(t), ?I,,, J2,, H,, A,, etc., be the objects constructed in 
Section 15 for the FKN kernel {exp(-Jf V(X,) dt)}. We will now proceed to 
show that H,. = (H + v>- under certain hypotheses. Actually, we will prove 
a more general result which will not require a full FKN kernel. but only a 
local one. 
16.2. DEFINITION. A focal FKN kernel is a family {F,,.,,} of real 
measurable functions F,o,bI on (Q,.?Y,p) for a,bER with O<b-a<y for 
some 0 < y < /3, satisfying (i)--(v) of Definition 15.1 for all a. b E R with 
O<b-a<y. i 
The typical example of a local FKN kernel is given in the following 
proposition. 
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16.3. PROPOSITION. Let V and e-“’ E L’(K, dv) for some 6 > 0. Then 
{FL,,,,} defined by Fta,bl = exp(-15: V(X,) dt) for a, b E R with 
O<b-a,<(SAp) is a local FKN kernel. 1 
Proof: Same as Proposition 16.1. I 
Given a local FKN kernel {F,a,bl}, we can use the Feynman-Kac-Nelson 
formula to construct a symmetric local semigroup on A?, as we did in 
Section 15 for a periodic FKN kernel. The only difference is that 4 is now 
defined as being the linear span of ~O~s~;y,z-lPl,,sl Lm (Q, &,,a/2-~J,,a) for 
0 < t ,< y/2. We then define UF(t), PF(t), gt, as in Section 15, but only for 
0 < t < r/2. Lemma 15.2 still holds (for 0 Q t < y/2) and Lemma 15.3 now 
says that (PF(t), gf, y/2) form a symmetric local semigroup on Z We let 
HF be the unique self-adjoint generator of this symmetric local semigroup. 
If the local FKN kernel is as in Proposition 16.3 we will use the notation 
PV(t), H,, etc., as before. 
We can now state our perturbation result. 
16.4. THEOREM. If either VE L*+‘(K,dv) and ems’ E L’(K,dv) for 
some E, 6 > 0, or V E L*(K, dv) and V > 0, then H + V is essentially self- 
adjoint and H, = (H + v>-. 1 
The proof of the theorem is patterned after proofs of Segal [26] and 
Guerra, Rosen, and Simon [ 1 l] (see also Klein and Landau [ 19]), which 
required hypercontractivity. By using symmetric local semigroups we were 
able to drop the requirement of hypercontractivity (Klein and Landau [21 I). 
In Theorem 16.4 we extend these ideas to a case in which H is not even 
bounded below. Notice also that Theorem 16.4 holds in the non-periodic case 
(i.e., p = co). 
We will need 
16.5. LEMMA. Let l<p(co. If either VE LPtt(K, dv) and 
epsv E L’(K, dv) for some E, 6 > 0, or V E Lp(K, dv) and V 2 0, then 
f [exp (-j; V(X,)ds) - +-V(X,) 
in L”(Q, J+,,wz~ ,,a) as t + 0. 1 
Proof. 
f[ev (-,‘y(x,)ds)--I]+v(x,) 
=f [exp (-ji V(X,)ds) - 1 +j: V(X,)ds] 
-fj’ [V(X,)- V(&)] ds. 
0 
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If VE Lp the second term goes to zero in Lp as t * 0 by the strong 
continuity of V(s). Using 
e -x -l+X=-~jl(e~sX-l)~~, 
-0 
the first term may be written as 
- [f! y(x,)ds],(: (exp (-sj: V(X,)dr) - 1) ds. (16.2) 
If VELP”. I/(1/t) Ih V(X,) dsllpfc < (( VjJP+c, and if ems” E L’ then for 
sufficiently small s > 0, e”- E Lq where l/q + l/(p + E) = l/p and 
V = V, - V- is the decomposition of V into positive and negative parts. 
By Jensen’s inequality, if 0 < t < t and 0 <s < 1 we obtain the bound 
Since .I’; V*(X,) dr monotone decreases to zero as t \ 0, {b V(X,) dr 
converges pointwise to zero as t \ 0. 
Thus ePdhV(Xr)dr - 1 converges pointwise to zero as t \ 0 and the bound 
(16.3) implies (1 exp(-s 1: V(X,) dr) - 1 ]I4 j, -o 0. Again using (16.3). 
$vjs--” .fk V(K) W - 1 II4 G Ile7v-l/q and thus j: I)exp(--s Ji V(X,) dr) -- 
this 
-+1-O 0. 
completes the proof in case I/E Lptc, e- “’ E L1. The case V> 0, 
V E Lp is proved similarly. 1 
Proof of Theorem 16.4. We will prove the case when V E LZtr and 
ems” E L’, the other case being similarly proven. 
By Klein and Landau [21], ~8 = UoCIGs U,,,,,P,(S)@~, with 
O< S< y/2, is a core for H,. By construction & is the linear span of 
vectors of the form YF,o,s,Gh with 0 < s < y/2 - t. 
G E L”(Q, -&,,z-r,A 0 < t < 5’. 
For such vectors, 
+ (Pv(r) - P(r)> V~,o,sl G) 
=7’ (+(exp (-1: ) ) JVJ du - 1 W)FLo,,, G). (16.4) 
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Now, by Lemma 16.5 
f (exp (-j; V(X,)du) - 1)--V(&) 
in L*+*‘<Q~ -&B,21 4 asr+O.Letqbesuchthatq-‘+(2+&/2)-’=2-l. 
Then it follows from Theorem 6.2(i) in Klein and Landau [ 191 that 
FIO,,I G E L”(Q, &~B,ZI 3 P) and is uniformly bounded in the Lq-norm if we 
pick y small enough in the definition of the local FKN kernel (this can 
always be done without changing the self-adjoint generator of the symmetric 
local semigroup). As U(r) is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of 
isometries in L”(Q, Z, p), it follows that 
in L’(Q, ZlO,~/zl, ,u) as r -+ 0. As Y(F,,,,, G) E & c g(H,), it follows from 
(16.4) and (16.5) that Y(Flo,slG) E g(H) and 
Hence H, = H + I/ on $. As $ is a core for H,, H + V is essentially self- 
adjoint on $ and H, = (H + P’-. m 
VIII. KMS STATES GIVEN BY DENSITY MATRICES 
17. Density Matrices 
We will now discuss the important example of KMS states given by 
density matrices epoh/Tr(ewBh ), where h is a self-adjoint operator such that 
ewDh is trace class (Haag, Hugenholtz, and Winnink [ 121). 
Let 3’ be a separable Hilbert space, and denote by 3P the set of all 
bounded operators on Z. If we let 3’ denote the linear subspace of 9 
consisting of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, then .Z is a Hilbert space with the 
scalar product (A, B) = Tr(A *B). 
A representation 7c, of 2 by bounded operators on Z is defined by 
R,(C)A = CA for CEJZ,A ER. 
An antilinear representation x2 of &3’ is defined by 
7r*(C)A =L4c* for CEs,A EZ? 
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It is not hard to see that 11 n,(C)/1 = IJ7c2(C)I/ = II CI( for all C E 9. Note also 
that rc,, TC* may be extended to unbounded operators. If g is a self-adjoint 
operator on X, 7rl(eitg) is strongly continuous on 3 and so defines a self- 
adjoint operator rci( g) on 3 by n,(eifg) = eifnl’R’. 
17.1. THEOREM. nl(9) = 7r2(.9)’ and 7r2(S) = 77,(9)‘. If 2I is a C*- 
algebra of operators on X, xl(%) = z,(u). In purticulur, xl(B) is a van 
Neumann algebra of operators on R, and so are x,(.9) and x,(,9). B 
ProoJ R, is a C*-algebra isomorphism between .Z and n,(3), in 
particular it is a bijection. Moreover, if we give rci(3’) the strong operator 
topology (as operators in R), the topology induced in 9 by this bijection is 
the ultrastrong operator topology. If U is a sub-C*-algebra of .P then its 
strong and ultrastrong closures coincide, hence R,(%) = n,(q). 
Clearly n,(.cX) c ~~(9)‘. So let 9 E nz(9)‘. Then if A, B E R, 
;C’(AB) = 93rz(B*) A = q(B*) PA = (PA) B = n,(YA)B. ( 17.11 
Let {P, ) be a sequence of finite-dimensional orthogonal projections on .3 
such that P, /” I, strongly as n -+ co. As the strong and ultrastrong 
operator topologies coincide on bounded subsets of 9, P, -+ I d ultrastrongly 
and hence rr, (P,) -+ I, strongly. It now follows from (17.1) that 
x,(i;“‘P,) -+ Y strongly in d%“. As II7c,(YP,)I/ < //9/j, YP,, converges 
ultrastrongly in .X to some bounded operator L, and 9 = n,(L) E ~~(9). 
Thus n,(3) = nz(.9)‘. A similar argument shows that n,(9) = n,(9)‘. 1 
A result we shall use later is 
17.2. PROPOSITION. Let 92 be a dense subset of 3. Then for any (non- 
zero) elector v/ E Y, Ghlc/ is dense in Z. 1 
Proof. Let v, E .X, and define the operator L, by 
Clearly L, E Z? Since G is dense in Z, there is a sequence A, E 23 such 
that A,, + L, in .F. In particular A,, + L, strongly in X’ and therefore 
rp=L,w= lim A,v. 1 n+a 
Now let h be a self-adjoint operator on .Z such that e-Bh is trace class. 
Then [Tr(e-Oh)]-U’ eetWzbh is a normalized vector in R and will be denoted 
by R. 
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17.3. PROPOSITION (Haag, Hugenholtz, and Winnink [ 121). Q is cyclic 
and separating for q(9) and q(9). I 
Proof If B ER is orthogonal to q(9) R, then for all C E 9, 
Tr(B*Ce- @“jh) = 0. Taking C = B and using the cyclicity of the trace gives 
Tr(Be- 1w/2)hB*) = 0, which implies Be-‘a/*)hB* = 0 and hence that B = 0. 
Thus Q is cyclic for rri(9). A similar argument applies to rr&%‘). Since 
Q.9) = nr(9)‘, it follows that Q is separating for ni(9) and 7~@%‘). 1 
We now define the state w on 9 by 
for all A E 9’. 
Clearly o(A) = (0,7ci(A) 0). It follows from Proposition 17.3 that w is 
faithful. 
Let us also define a one-parameter group a1 of automorphism of 9 by 
u,(A) = e”hAe-i’h for A E 9. The self-adjoint operator H on Z’ can now be 
defined by 
eirH7r,(A) Sz = 7rl(a,(A)) R for A E 9. (17.2) 
Equation (17.2) implies that eilH = q(e”‘) n2(eirh) and eitHrr,(A) 
e-irH = 7r,(a,A). 
Corresponding to the state w on 9 and one-parameter group of 
automorphisms a,, we clearly have that Z is the Hilbert space in the GNS 
representation, R the cyclic vector corresponding to w, and eitH the 
associated one-parameter group of unitary operators. 
17.4. THEOREM. (Haag, Hugenholtz, and Winnink [ 121). The state w on 
9 satisfies the KMS condition at inverse temperature p, relative to at. 1 
Proof. As epDh is trace-class, h is bounded below and has discrete 
spectrum with finite multiplicity. Let P, be the orthogonal projection onto 
the eigenspaces of the first n eigenvalues of h. Then P, has finite range and 
pn +I* strongly as n -+ co. For C E 9’ let C, = P, CP,, and let 
h, = P,hP, = hP, = P,h. Notice that for any measurable function cp on R, 
P,rp@) = P,,dh,) = d&J P, = v(h) P,. 
Let A, B E 9, and let f,(t) = w(Aa,(B,)). If we let y = [Tr(e-4h)]-“2, 
then 
f,(t) = yTr(e-4hAe”hB,e-i’h) = yTr(e-“hnAnei’hnBne-i*hn). 
As P, has finite range, f,(t) has an analytic continuation f,(z) to the whole 
complex plane, where 
f,(z) = yTr(e-4h”AneiZhnB,e-i2hn) = yTr(e-4hAeiZhB,e-iLh). 
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Furthermore, f,(z) is clearly bounded on the strip 0 ,< Im z </I and 
f,(t + iJ?> = yTr(Aei’he-5hB,e-i’h) 
= yTr(e -4heifhBne-i’hA) = m(a,(B,) A). 
The KMS condition is thus satisfied for A E 9 and B, = P,BP, with 
B E 9’. Now, as n -+ co, B, -+ B strongly and 11B,11 < jl B I(. It follows that 
o(Aa,(B,)) -+ o(Aa,(B)) and w(a,(B,)A) -+ w(a,(B)A) uniformly in t. By 
the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem f,(z) converges uniformly in the strip 
0 < Im z < p to a function f(z) continuous on 0 < Im z <p and analytic in 
0 < Im z < /3, and such that f(t) = w(Aa,(B)), f(t + ip) = @(a,(B) A). fl 
In the GNS representation, 
eitH71,(B)Q = [T,.(e-5h)]-1/2 eilhBe-ithe-Cbi?)h (17.3) 
for all B E ,R. Since by Theorem 17.4, w is a KMS state, it follows from 
Proposition 1.5 that z,(B) R E ~(e-c5’z”‘) for all B E .,ZJ? and thus 
e”“x,(B) R is analytic in 0 < Im z <p/2 and continuous on 0 < Im z <p/2. 
in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. On the other hand, eiz” BeCizhe -We’d is clearly 
analytic in 0 < Im z < /?/2 and continuous on 0 < Im z G/?/Z, in the strong 
operator topology on .X. Since the Hilbert-Schmidt topology is stronger 
than the strong operator topology, it follows that eirhBefizhe -w*)~ is 
actually analytic in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and is equal to e”*x,(B)IZ. 
The same argument applies to multiple-time vectors and based on 
Theorem 2.1 we conclude 
17.5. THEOREM. If (zl ,,.., zn) E f,,(n), then for all A I ,..., A, E 9 
eiznhA,eiZn-lhAn-, . . . e izlh A 1 exp(-v/2 + i z= 1 zi) h) is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator. In the Hilbert-Schmidt norm this operator is norm analytic in 
lo(n), and norm continuous on f,,(n). In terms of the GNS representation this 
operator is eizfix,(A,) eiznmlHn,(A,-,) .a. eirIHxi(A ,) R. It follows that 
if -p/2 <s, <s, < . . . <ss,</3/2, then e-‘s~-(-w2”hA1e--‘SZ-~S~‘hA~ ~” 
,-cs,>-sfl I’~A e-c1w2-sfl’h is trace-class and n 
r A I.... ,A,, (is, )...) is,) 
= ITr(e-bh)]-' x Tr(e-'St-'-5/2')hA,e (sz- (dh/fZ .., 
e-'S"- S"~ I)h A ,-(5/Z--s,)h). 1 11 (17.4) 
18. Stochastic Positivity 
Let ‘I( be an abelian sub-C*-algebra of 9, and let B the C*-algebra 
generated by Utci’ eilh’Uemifh. Then 8 is invariant under the automorphisms 
a,. and we have 
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18.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose that for all A, ,..., A, E 2t+ = 
{AE’~~;A~O},-~~~~S,~S,~...~S,~~~~, wehavethat 
Tr(e- (S1+4/*)hA~e-(s2-S1)hA, . . . e-(S”-S”-l)hAne-(4/2-s,)h) > 0. (18.1) 
Then (8, ‘u, at, o) forms a stochastically positive KM3 system at inverse 
temperature 8. I 
Proof. The stochastic positivity follows from (18.1) and (17.4). I 
18.2. Remark. We can assume that h > 0 without loss of generality, 
since h is bounded below and adding a constant to h does not change either 
a, or w. Let us assume that h has a unique ground state v (i.e., there exists 
v/ EX such that v is a unit vector and hW = 0, and w is unique up to 
multiplication by scalars). Since e-Oh is trace-class, e-* is trace-class for all 
y > /3. If (18.1) holds for all y >p, it also holds with A, ,..., A,, E iii +, and 
then the limit y + 03 gives 
(y, A 1 e-(S2-Sl)hA 2 . . . e-(Sn-Sn-l)hAn y) > 0 
for all A,,...,A.Eiii+ and s,<s,<+..<s,. If &=by/, then 
(xl, ewth, 8, w) form a positive semigroup structure in the sense of Klein 
[16]. 1 
We will now give conditions that imply (18.1). Let us assume that 
X=L’(X, do), where (X, da) is a a-finite measure space such that its 
u - algebra is countably generated (i.e., L2(X, da) is separable). Then 
L”O(X, da) is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra of operators on X. 
Let us take ‘u to be a sub-C*-algebra of t”(X, du) such that its strong 
closure iii = Z,“O(X, da) (e.g., in case X is a locally compact space ‘?I can be 
taken to be C,(X), the space of bounded continuous functions on X). As 
before h will be a self-adjoint operator on X = L2(X, da) such that e-” is 
trace-class. In particular, h is bounded below and e-lb is a strongly 
continuous semigroup of bounded self-adjoint operators on X for t > 0. 
18.3. DEFINITION. A bounded operator T on L2(X, da) is said to be 
positivity preserving if Tu, > 0 a-a.e. for all v, E L2(X, do) such that q > 0 u- 
a.e. The semigroup eeth is said to be a positivity preserving semigroup if e- th 
is positivity preserving for each t > 0. m 
Positivity preserving semigroups give us stochastically positive KMS 
systems whose associated stochastic processes have the two-sided Markov 
property for semicircles. 
18.4. THEOREM. Let eeth be a positivity preserving semigroup on 
L’(X, da) such that eCDh is truce-class. Then (18.1) holds and (23, ?I, a,, w) 
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form a stochastically positive KM.!? system at inverse temperature p. 
Furthermore, the associated stochastic process satisfies the two-sided Markoc 
property for semicircles. I 
Proof If -$I/2 < s, < s, < . . . < s, < ,LI/2 and A, ,..., A, E 2I, the operator 
e (r1iW2)hA, e-(S2-Sl)hA2 . . . A,,e-(D’2~“n’h is trace-class by Theorem 17.5. 
Since e-m/h is positivity preserving, this operator is also positivity preserving 
if A , ,..., An E 2I’. (18.1) then follows from the following lemma. 
18.5. LEMMA. Let (M, ,N, p) be a a-finite measure space. If L is a trace- 
class operator on L*(M,. X, ,a) which is positivity preserving then 
Tr(L) 20. I 
Proof. As L is trace-class we can assume without loss of generality that 
4 is countably generated (L leaves invariant a separable subspace and is 
zero on its orthogonal complement, we can then take .N to be the o-algebra 
generated by an orthonormal basis for the invariant separable subspace). So 
let 4 be generated by {M,; n = 1,2....,]. where each M, has finite measure. 
and let Yn be the u-algebra generated by {M, ,..., M,}. Let P,, denote the 
orthogonal projection of L*(M, .,&,,u) onto L’(M,. HO,~u). Then P, is 
positivity preserving (it is just the conditional expectation with respect to 
&), has finite range (& is finitely generated), and P, / I strongly. Let 
L,, = P, LP,. It follows that L, is a positivity preserving operator on the 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space L*(M, ,An, ,u). As this finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space has an orthonormal basis consisting of non-negative functions. 
it follows that Tr(L,) > 0. The lemma now follows from 
18.6. LEMMA. Let X be a separable Hilbert space. and let P, be an 
increasing sequence of orthogonal projections on .3, such that P, / I 
strong&. Let L be a trace-class operator on .R‘, and let L, = P, LP,. Then 
Tr(L,,) -+ Tr(L). \ 
Proof: Let (e,; k = 1, 2,...,} be an orthonormal basis for .Z such that 
Pnek = ek for k = l,..., K,, , and Pnek = 0 for k > K,, where K, is the 
dimension of the range of P,. Then 
Tr(L,) = Tr(P,LP,) = Tr(P,L) 
= F (Pnek,Lek) = + (ek, Le,), 
El El 
(18.2) 
which converges to Z?(L) as n -+ 03. I 
This completes the proof of (18.1). We will now prove the two-sided 
Markov property for semicircles for the associated stochastic process. 
If we let X; = ~~(93) J2, then &“; c 3 and &, H, R are the objects in the 
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GNS representation for the state w and one-parameter group of 
automorphisms at on the C*-algebra 8. 
18.7. LEMMA. Let eMth be a positivity preserving semigroup on L2(X, do) 
such that e-4h is trace-class. Then the linear span of n,(L*(X, do)) 
e-(a12)Hz,(Loo(X, do)) l2 is dense in &. I 
Proof If A E A?, then A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(X, da) and 
hence has an L2-integrable kernel which we will denote by A(x, y). 
Moreover, if A, B E 3, then 
(A, B) = j- A*@, Y) B(x, Y) Wx) WY). 
So let C EZ be orthogonal to q(L”(X, da)) e-(w2)Hq(Lm(X, da)) Q. 
Then, since d4 e- (a/2)5@) Q =Ae-‘b/2’hB for ABE9 by 
Theorem 17.5, we have 
Tr(C*Ae- WMB) = 0 for all A, B E Lm(X, da). 
Hence, JC*(x, y) A(x) e-@‘lzjh (x, y) B( y) do(x) du( y) = 0 for all A, B E 
L”O(X, da). It follows that 
C*(x, y) e-co12)h (x, y) = 0 a.e. (18.3) 
Now let us recall that linear combinations of vectors of the form 
e -tlHq(AI) e-‘zHz2(A2) . . . e-‘fln,(A.)R, with tl,..., t, > 0, z=i tj <p/2, 
Ai E L”O(X, do), 0 ,< Ai < 1, i= l,..., n, n E N, are dense in 4. By 
Theorem 17.5 such a vector is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
e-‘l”A 1 e-‘2”A2 . . . e-‘nhA,exp (- (+mJ$ltj) h)* 
Let K(x, y) be its L*-kenel. 
Since eKth is positivity preserving and 0 Q A, < 1, it follows that for 
pEL*(X,du),yl>O a.e., O<e-‘lhA, m.me-‘nhA.exp(-@l/2-~=1tj)h)q < 
eecW2jh(p a-e. This implies that 0 Q K(x, y) < e-to/2’h (x, y) a.e. But then it 
follows from (18.3) that C*(x, y) K(x, y) = 0 a.e. 
Thus C is orthogonal to 4. 1 
The two-sided Markov property for semicircles now follows from 
Theorem 11.2. Notice that Lemma 18.7 says that the linear span of 
M) e- (4/2)H~1(iti) Q is dense in &, while Theorem 11.2 requires that the 
linear span of nr(%) e- (8/2)“nl(21) f2 be dense in q. But the two statement 
are equivalent due to Theorem 2.2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 18.4. [ 
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We will now investigate when X; =GY. 
18.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose n,(d) f2 = 27 Then 2I U eefh is irreducible 
for any t > 0, i.e., any bounded operator on .I? commuting with % and emth is 
a multiple of the identity. I 
Proof. Let T be a bounded self-adjoint operator on .3? which commutes 
with eerh for some t > 0. Then T commutes with all bounded functions of h, 
in particular T commutes with eish and with Q. If T also commutes with B 
then T commutes with B. But then for all B E 23, 
n,(T) x,(B) R = TBR = Bf?T= r*(T) z,(B) R. 
Hence R,(T) = q(T) on a dense set of Z and hence on X. But then 
TA = AT for any Hilbert-Schmidt operator A on .a and therefore T must be 
a multiple of the identity. I 
When .Y = L’(X, du), a = L”O(X, da), and e- ” is positivity preserving, we 
can find a necessary and sufficient condition for & = R. 
18.9. DEFINITION. A bounded operator T on L2(X, do) is said to be 
positivity improving if Ty, > 0 u-a.e. for all q E ,5*(X, da) such that rp f 0 and 
fq > 0 u-a.e. The semigroup eCth is said to be a positivity improving 
semigroup if e- Ih is positivity improving for each t > 0. i 
If emrh is positivity improving then L”O(X, do) U eeth is irreducible. For if 
P is an orthogonal projection commuting with Lcu(X, do), then 
P E L”(X, da) since La(X, do) is maximal abelian. If P # 0, we can find 
rp E L*(X, do) such that q f 0, and q > 0 u-a.e., and Pq # 0. If in addition P 
commutes with eeth, then Peethq = eWthPa, > 0 a-a.e. since eCth is positivity 
improving. Since P is multiplication by a characteristic function we must 
have that P = I. This proves the first part of 
18.10. PROPOSITION. Let eerh be a positivity preserving semigroup on 
L2(X, da). Then L”(X, da) U eeth is irreducible for each t > 0 if and only $ 
e -lh is a positivitv improving semigroup. I 
Proof. It only remains to prove the only if part. But this follows from 
Ando 121 and Simon 1271 (see Klein and Landau [ 19; Theorem 4.11) m 
If eeth is positivity preserving, it now follows from Propositions 18.8 and 
18.10 that if ;U; =,GY then c’” is actually positivity improving. The 
converse will follow from our next result. 
18.11. THEOREM. Suppose e-lb is a positivity improving semigroup on 
L’(X, do). Then ,q =.?. 1 
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Proof Let C E A? be orthogonal to &. Then in particular (18.3) holds. 
As emth is positivity improving, e-tolz’h (x, y) > 0 a.e., and hence C(x, y) = 0 
a.e. Thus C= 0. d 
18.12. COROLLARY. Let eeth be a positivity preserving semigroup. Then 
n,(O) J2 = A?’ tf and only tf eCth is positivity improving. I 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 18.8 and 18.10 and Theorems 18.11 
and 17.5. I 
18.13. Remark. If epth is positivity improving, then it follows from the 
uniqueness part of the classical Perron-Frobenius theorem that h has a 
unique (up to a phase) ground state v, which can be chosen to be strictly 
positive (notice that the existence of a ground state follows from that fact 
that eeoh is trace-class). Thus Remark 18.2 applies. For each y 2 p we can 
construct a stochastically positive KMS system at inverse temperature y, and 
as y -+ 03 the correlation functions converge to the corresponding ground 
state expectations. Notice that since epth is in particular positivity 
preserving, (L*(X, do), eeth, Lm(X, do), w) is known to be a positive 
semigroup structure whose associated stochastic process satisfies the Markov 
property (Klein [ 161). I 
19. Perturbations of Density Matrices 
Let X = L’(X, da), let h be a self-adjoint operator on L’(X, do) such that 
e A is a positivity improving semigroup and eFbh is trace-class, and let ‘u be 
an abelian C*-algebra of operators on L*(X, da) such that ?i = L”O(X, da). 
We have shown in Sections 17 and 18 that we can construct a stochastically 
positive KMS system (8, ‘11, at, o) at inverse temperature /3, with the KMS 
state being given by a density matrix, and such that x, H, R as defined in 
Section 17 are the objects in its GNS representation. We will now apply the 
results of Part VII to study perturbations of the density matrix. 
19.1. THEOREM. Let v be a self-adjoint operator on L*(X, da) given by 
multiplication by a real measurable function. If either Tr(e-“‘1 v 1”‘) < 00 
and Tr(e-she-‘“) < f 00 or some E, 6 > 0, or Tr(e-shv2) < a0 and v > 0, then 
h + v is essentially sew-adioint. If in addition Tr(e-4he-““) < 00 (i.e., 6 =/3 
or v > 0), then eeBCh+‘)- is trace-class and e-t(h+V)- is a positivity improving 
semigroup. I 
Proof Let V= n,(v), then V is a self-adjoint operator on &” affiliated 
with nl(Loo(X, do)) satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 16.4. Hence H + V 
is an essentially self-adjoint operator on Z; let H, = (H + v)- and 
~3 = g(H) n C9( V). 
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We can assume without loss of generality that h > 0 having 0 as an eigen- 
value (see Remark 18.2). Let v be the unique ground state of h (see Remark 
18.13). Since G$ is dense in Z, it follows from Proposition 17.2 that @w is 
dense in X = L*(X, da). 
Recall that for any c E 3, eitH c = (p ce- i(h, and hence 
eitR Cv = eifh Cv. Since 11 Cylll, < 11 CII,, it follows that if C E O(H) then 
Cw E V(h) and (HC) w = h(Q). Furthermore, since I’= n,(n), we also 
have (VC) v = u(Cv) for C E g(V). 
Thus. if C E GJ’, CIJ/ E g(h) n g(v) and 
((H + v f i) C) l/l = (h + 2: f i)(Cly). 
Since H + V is essentially self-adjoint on g, it follows that (H + V f i) ~2 is 
dense in 2. But then ((H + V f i) g) w is dense in X by Proposition 17.2: 
i.e.. (h + v f i) G?yl is dense in Z. Itfollows that h t t‘ is essentially self- 
adjoint on By. 
Now let h,. = (h + u)~, H, = (H + V). By the Trotter product formula. 
= lim (e it/nheit,Jn”)n ce-ifh = eirh,.ce --irh. 
n-cc 
Thus 
e itJf& = 71,(ei%) 712(eifh), (19.11 
It follows that 
eitH,lfi = [yy(e-4h)] -l/2 eifh,, e-UY2)he-ith. (19.2) 
Now let us assume that Z?(eeDhed4”) < co. Then it follows (Section 15) 
that a E g(e-‘4’2’Hv ). We would now like to use (19.2) combined with an 
analyticity argument similar to the one before Theorem 17.5 to obtain 
,-WW,Q = [r,.(e-4h>] -l/2 e-‘~/2’hr., (19.3) 
As we have not yet proved that h, is bounded below, to get the required 
analyticity we multiply on the left both sides of (19.2) by P, = ~~-,&h,), 
where ,Y,-~,~] is the characteristic function of the interval [-n, II J . Since P, is 
a bounded operator the left-hand side of (19.2) remains analytic in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm ; since P,e i’hr is entire analytic in the operator norm 
topology the right-hand side of (19.2) is now analytic in the strong operator 
topology. Thus we obtain (19.3) with P, on the left of both sides. Taking the 
limit as n -+ co we get (19.3). 
5ROi42:3 1 I 
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It follows from (19.3) that e-(8/2)hu E R and hence that eePhU is trace 
class. 
Furthermore, from (19.3) and the construction of Section 15 we get 
Tr(e-4hu)[ Tr(e-4h)] -I 
= lie- (W2)Hy121&= ijF(exp (-jow2 V(Xs)ds))ll: 
w2 V(X,) ds . 
-4/z 1) 
If 1, is the lowest eigenvalue of h,, then e-O*p< Tr(e-Dhl,) and we thus 
obtain a lower bound for A,: 
i,&-ilog [T*(ee5’)(exp (-jri2 Ws)ds))]- (19.4) 
Since eeth is positivity preserving it follows that emthc is positivity 
preserving. Indeed, let u, = max(u, -n). Then V, satisfies the hypotheses of 
the theorem and so h + v, is essentially self-adjoint. Let h, = (h + Y,)). 
Since u,, is bounded below, the Trotter product formula holds, and we can 
conclude that e-lhn is positivity preserving. Note that h, is bounded below 
uniformly in n by the estimate (19.4) since 
As h, converges strongly to h, on g(h) n g(v) and h, is essentially self- 
adjoint, it follows from the uniform lower bound for h, that ePthn converges 
strongly to emthu. Thus ePthU is positive preserving. 
In fact emthu is positivity improving by a method analogous to Simon 
[27]. First note that since e-“’ u is positivity preserving, it is positivity 
improving if and only if AeethuB is a non-zero operator for each 
A, B E Lco(X, da) with A, B >, 0, f 0. Since e--(w2-t)h is invertible, this is 
equivalent to Ae-thuBe-‘w2-“h # 0. But it follows from (19.1) that 
Ae-thUBe-(4/2-t)h = n,(A) eetHYn,(B) 0 
=T A(X)exp - ( o ( j’ WM) B(x,)) . 
Thus 
IIAe-‘h,Be-‘5/2-t)h 2 _ lk @X0)’ B(L) BtX,) exp (- f --I Ws> ds) ) . 
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AsA,B>O and exp(-l’+ V(X,,)ds) >O, 
Ae-fhvB = 0 0 (A(&)’ B(X-,)B(X,) exp (- \’ V(X,) &) ) = 0 
0 A(X,)* B(X-,) B(X,) exp (- [’ -i(Xs) &) = 0 
I 
0 A(q)* B(X-,) B(X,) = 0 
0 (A(X,)*B(X_,)B(x~))=OoAe-‘hB =o. 
We conclude that eefh ’ 1 is positivity improving since e-~‘h is. 4 
From Eq. ( 19.1), 
e itH c~,(A) e-i’Hr,c = eifh,,Ae-i’h, c 
for all C E .P and A E 2. Hence 





= [~~(~-Oh,.)]-1/* e-W*h,. 
Comparing with (15.3) we see that [Tr(e-Dhr)] -y2 e-4’2hV defines the 
perturbed KMS state with respect to the one parameter group of 
automorphisms given by the unitary one-parameter group eilhl.. It follows 
(c.f. section 15) that eifA’ = z1 (eit’+) rc2(ei’hl,). 
19.2. Remark. Note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 19.1 we 
obtain boundedness below of (h + v)-- as well as existence of a ground state. 
For positivity preserving semigroups one usually required hypercontractivity 
to obtain this result (e.g., Klein and Landau [ 191). Theorem 19.1 applies to 
P(d)* models with Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions in a finite 
region (e.g., Guerra, Rosen, and Simon [ 111, Hoegh-Krohn [ 131, Simon 
1281). I 
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